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SANTA EE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JULY 15, 1913.

LOBBY HEARING
FINDS BLACK

LIST
MULHALL

IDENTIFIES

GRESSMEN

AS

PREPARED

BY

and Prank

CROSBV MAY BE
GOUERNOR OF

PHILIPPINES

BLACK

FORMER

LIST
CON

mington, Del.. Chester, Pa., and Trenton, N. J., is being considered
by
President Wilson for governor general of the Philippines.
Unless present
his nomination
plans are changed,
probably will go to the senate this
week.
Mr. Crosby's home is at Warrenton,
Va., though he was born in Louisiana.
He is an electrical engineer by profession. Was graduated from West
Point in 1882 and resigned from the
army after several years service in
the corpse of engineers. Mr. Crosby's
interest in world affairs and particularly those of the Orient, which is believed to have been considered by the
president as one of his qualifications,
led him in 1900 to explore portions of
Abysissia and the Soudan and in 1903
portions of Turkistan and Thibet.
It is President Wilson's intention to
nominate a governor general and probably make two other changes in the
commission
Philippine
very soon,
that the new officials may become settled in their duties before the legislature meets in October.

I

PROTEST
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LlU DmdIUWm mud1 EUROPE WANTS

AGAINST

Washington, 1). 0 July 15. Oscur
Terry Crosby, president of several
public utility corporations, at Wil-

LIST OF CONA

money back to Schwedtman
was never paid a cent.".

ONET OMR.

HAYDEN

TO KNOW

RYAN

NO. 129

nor by iln enactment of the pending
bill, but. by the same inlUienoes
which produced it before. I don't say!
do not think they
;tliey will do it.
'will do it. They have no partnership;
with the administration. They have
been dissolved by the people."

tariff
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'

IGNORES NEW

RATES OUT OF

ATTITUDE

RAILROAD

I

LAvIf

EL PASO ARE

ORDERED REDUCED
SENATOR

ARIZONA

FROM

TESTS

PRESENTS

CALIFORNIA

PROALLEG-

ING THAT HAYDEN ALSO IS FRIEND

PRESENTS RESOLUTION ASKING THAT WORLD POWER
;

SALARY OF

$12,000

SO THAT BRYAN

BE INCREASED

WILL

NOT HAVE

TO

CHAOTIC
AND

CALLS
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CONDITIONS

IN

WHAT

ARE

Kl Paso, Texas, Jul-

ceived

-

Orders re
here from Washington today
1".

REFUSES

TO ARBITRATE WITH UNION

MEN JUST

AS

NEWLAND'S

BILL,

11

CREATING ARBITRATION BOARD,
Railroad
jion
to reduce the rates on imitation lard
GRESSMAN WATSON.
OF CAMINETTI FAMILY.
YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
TO LECTURE TO MAKE A LIVING.
IS PASSED BY CONGRESS.
products from Kl Paso to Albuquerque,'
IXew Mexico, from 57 cents per bund-'red to 32 cents and to other points in
OTHER SENSATIONAL
HAYDEN GOES TO
DEMOCRATS OPPOSE
SITUATION TOO DELICATE,
.New Mexico accordingly.
DETAILS OF NEW
An Kl Paso factory complained that
TESTIMONY PRODUCED
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CONSIDERATION
NO ONE WILL TALK the rate from Ft. Worth, Texas, to
ARBITRATION ACT
Albuquerque, over 700 miles, was only
r.l
cents, while the rate from Kl
Washington, D. C, July 15. SenaWashington, D. C, July 1.1. Vigor
Paso to Albuquerque, 21)5 miles, was! New York. .Inly 15. The status of
Washington, D. C, July .". - Senator
I). C
July 13.
Washington,
of
ous protests against the retention
a resolution
introduced
tor Reed introduced a memorandum
Bristow
The Interstate Commerce the Krie railroad may be the first
One of the great European
powers, hi cents.
E. Hayden as a special prose-- !(';: aimed at Secretary Bryan's recent
.1...
erttn ill luuinn
aluroa 4ha r.itnu ",,,
...I....
at the lobby committee Investigation
.
"
'
tutor for the noted
statement that he was obliged to go
reasonable from El Paso, compared .proceedings are started under the
today which Mulhall said was a
white slave cases in San' Francisco ci a lecture tour because of an insuf- here, has called the attention or sec- to the rate allowed from Fort Worth proposed Newlands law looking lo the
"blacklist" of congressmen. Mulhall
were laid before Attorney General
ficient official salary, calling on Presi- retary Bryan to the chaotic conditions and Oklahoma City.
arbitration of the demands of the
thought it had been prepared by for'conductors and trainmen against the
mer Representative Watson,
today by Senator Ashurst at dent Wilson to report what salary in Mexico and the effect upon the
the request of several California Dem- would be sufficient to enable Mr. welfare of its citizens there, with a
It follows:
eastern railroads. Erie officials said
ACC
I AM
ocrats. They allege among other Pryan to remain permanently at his polite inquiry as to what the United VbUWb
..crni,, nrlv tln.t tl.ov rofucorl Ir. he
"Watson Here's a list for you to
knock out:
A CAPSIZED
Candler,
things that Hayden is a friend of the post. Objection of Democratic sena- States proposes to do.
Mississippi;
ja party to any arbitration, and the
Caminetti family.
tors prevented its immediate considerunion leaders contend that no road
Hamlin,
Missouri;
Danforth, New
Whether the inquiry was part of a
FLYING BOAT can
New York;
Later Senator Ashurst stated that ation.
This
bo dealt with individually,
York; Payne,
Lever,
concerted movement on the part of
South Carolina; Graham, Illinois;
one of the protestants against the
The Bristow resolution called at- European powers to bring the state
'might deadlock the proceedings unselection of Hayden was State Sena- tention to Mr. Bryan's predecessors department to a declaration of its purless one or the other modified its
Chicago, 111., July 15. Harold
Nebraska; Beall, Texas; Stephens, John P., Texas; Bowman, C. C, SULZER IGNORES
tor J. B. Benford, of California.
who served with salaries ranging pose toward Mexico, did not develop
recently purchased hydro- stand, or some compromise were
At. the department of justice, Senafrom $3,500 to $8,000 and declared today. Reports from the City of Mex aeroplane, driven by Max Liliie, an reached.
Pennsylvania; Lloyd, Missouri; Clark,
REQUESTS FOR
W. S. Carter, president of the
Missouri; Humphreys,
tor Ashurst took pains to say that he that "no one of them was compelled ico, however, would appear to war aviation instructor, turned over in
Mississippi;
be- rant that conclusion.
Carter, Oklahoma; Brantley, Georgia;
Until very re- Lake Michigan two miles from shore Brotherhood of Firemen and Engine-meDOCUMENTS was not attacking ffuydeu personally, to neglect the duties of his ofllce salin making a turn, one of
met with a committee of that
Hull, Tennessee; Bulkley, Ohio; Burbut only calling in question his exper- cause of the meagerness of the
cently President Wilson has attached today when,
gess, Texas; Towner, Iowa;
outside the pontoons "stubbed" a wave. Lil- union today, to draw up a set of speFocht,
a prosecutor.
as
of
to
ience
rumors
ary."
little
importance
Albany, N'. Y., July 15. Governor
MassachuIt stated that the salary was in- influences being brought to bear to iie was thrown clear of the machine, cifications in which it is alleged that
Pennsylvania; Gardner,
"I will examine the charges very
the railroads may not in all respects
setts; Henry George, Jr., New York; Sulzer today curtly informed the carefully," said Attorney General
creased to $12,000 in lftll but that the cause to United Slates to recognize and clung to it until rescued.
legislative committee which
Liliie had been skimming over the have lived up to the terms of the re
Henry, R. L., Texas; Hinds, Maine; Frawley
it is beginning
"and if it is demonstrated "great commoner who now occupies the Huerta regime,
is
state
various
departinvestigating
Linderbergh, Minnesota;
Rees, R.,
that the special prosecutor is not the that office, has stated that the salary to be apparent now that there must lake for half nn hour when the acci- cent award in the firemen's case.
Kansas; Reilly, T. L. Connecticut; ments, that he would ignore any de right man for the work, we will get of $1,000 a month is not sufficient to be very soon some official declaration dent occurred. Mr. McCormick, a This will be submitted to the conof public
mand for the production
of John D. Rockefeller, was ference committee tomorrow.
Foster, Vermont."
enable him to live comfortably and on the subject to reassure the Europelse.
Before the senate lobby committee documents unless in his own judg somebody
Bill Passes Congress.
is compelled to neglect his ean powers on the protection of their not present, but scores of bathers
he
that
ment the submission of such docu
resumed taking testimony
duties and go on Xhf lecture platform citizens and subjects against pecun- along the beach witnessed the
Washington, I). C, July 15. The
today ments should be in the
Goes to Washington.
Hayden
inter
public
Chairman Overman went to the White
Newlands bill, revising the Krdman
to earn a living."
iary loss by the continuance of pres
San Francisco, Calif., July 15.
House to confer with President Wil- est. The committee has asked for
law to provide arbitration of wage
Attention was called further to the ent conditions. Failing, some officials
in
connected
Thomas
the
with
E.
certain
papers
Hayden, nominated by the Mexican, Japanese, British and other fear that
son. He declined to say what he had
disputes in a manner satisfactory to
European powers may them-- flDCCUC DAI IT
vestigation of state prisons by George president to succeed United States international questions before the selves take
discussed with the president.
railroads and their employes passed
to restore peace
steps
Senator Reed started Martin M. W. Blake, who was specially designat- District Attorney McNab here, was state department which the resolution
the house today without a roll call
BULGARIANS
Won't
Talk,
Bryan
Mulhall's testimony today on a letter ed by the governor for that purpose cue to arrive in Washington today alleged, were not receiving full conand was hurried to the senate which
and where, it was understood at his office,
Secretary Bryan was asked today
to Mulhall from Dr. G. Langtry Crock- Some of these were produced
was waiting to pass it for President
sideration.
15.
The
Greek
made
Saloniki.
had
if
reprewithheld.
others
.luly
power
any
foreign
he had gone to consult Attorney Gen
It. ended by requesting the president
Wilson's signature.
ett, of Thomaston, Maine, dated July
sit
Hie
that
to
him
sentations
Bulgarian
reports
troops The senate passed the Newlands
regarding
i
eral McReynolds on the
4, 1913.
Crockett was one of the men
to give prompt attention to the mat
in Mexico. His reply was a flat fleeing before the advance of the
rittti cases.
who worked with Mulhall in the fight JOE TINKER WILL GIVE
bill without a roll call and it was
ter and report to congress what sal- nation
in
G.eeks yesterday, horned the village
HIS BLOOD TO SAVE WIFE
Friends of Mr, Hayden said that the ary would be sufficient so that, con- declination to discuss the situation
to
former Congressman
prppar(J(, for transmission to
hurri(1ny
New York, July 15. Joe Tinker, protest
his appointment came gress could "relieve the country of any way. The diplomatic circle here of Doxal, south of Drama on the rail the White House, where President
The doctor's letter was in
against
lias its own ideas of which power the i. ad between that place and Kavala mHOn wa8 reiulv ,0 Bign it.
and shortstop of the Cin- from disappointed candidates for the
part: "I have just read your confes managerteam
the great loss it, suffers in being deof the National league, position to which he had been
inquiring one is, but in the absence tuid massacred 500 of the inhabitants
committee at
sion in the New York World. I be- cinnati
secreof
the
lite
of
services"
prived
state de Heavy fighting ensued as a result of anThe house judiciary
lieve it all excepting your statement played through today's game against
and that an attempt to present tary of state during the time he may of announcement from the
meeting today agreed to the
early
will
of
none
the
diplomats
which the Greeks occupied the town Newlands bill for attending the
partment
that you are doing it for the good of the New York, with the knowledge the charges made had at first been be on the lecture platform.
make any statement which could be of Drama, 30 miles northeast of Seres.
forty-eigwithin
hours he nade through Senator Works.
act in a manner satisfactory to
of the resolution was greetbusiness that
humanity. This humanity
Reading
one
pow- 1 he
That
with
be in a Chicago hos
Bulgarians fled In disorder, leav- the railroads and their employes.
of yours I cannot Bwallow.
Mr. Hayden's .ofllce denied that he ed by broad smiles on the Republican quoted madeauthority.
Whether probably would to a transfusion
is
er has
however,
of was in
inquiry,
ing 70 wagon loads of ammunition on Chairman Clayton will rail the bill tip
a position to be influenced by side of the chamber. Senators Kern,
you do
good or not time alone pital submitting
No official of the the Held.
for passage when the house meets at
can tell; but you surely have kicked blood to his wife, who is seriously ill any friendship for the Caminetti fam- Lewis and other Democats were on known positively.
will discuss the sitstate
to start west tomor.
noon.
up a stink in this neck of the wood a. Tinker expects
their feet before it was concluded uation department
ily.
of
in
view
him
informed
as
Bryan's
have
Secretary
physicians
Tw0 amendments were determined
I hope you are getting a good thing row,
The
cases, around and objected to its consideration.
KOREAN CABINET MINISTER
declination to talk about it.
out of this for you surely have be his wife's condition is so precarious nhieh the controversy revolves, were
ru by the llouse J,1(ilRiary committee.
of the senate it
the
rules
Under
DRAWS
SIX
YEAR
SENTENCE
To.
Referred
Be
Power
that they have about decided that set
England May
The senate was expected to accept
daubed yourself.
today for trial in the United States went over until the next session.
la. The statement
London,
is necessary.
"iem
"On the whole, the people
without delay,
who from MexicoJuly
down transfusion
,
Senator Williams, Democrat,
sentenc-In
13.
(iistrict court August 5. The Western
Korea, July
City regarding represen
here believe it. I know it is true Oli0lle aims to maUo impossible any
Fuel cases, delay in prosecuting which had not heard the introduction of the tuHnim nuirlo tn their reanpntive fl'nv. lug to six years' imprisonment Baron
ASSAILANT
ROOSEVELT'S
ver Otis is clamoring for me to be
resolution, demanded to know who ernments by the European diplomats ;Vun Chi Ho, a former Korean cabinet construction that would autnorrze
TRANSFERRED TO PRISON John L. McNab also gave as one of was
or otherwise to
taken to Washington and there be
by injunction
responsible for it.
the
reasons
and live other Koreans. courts
his
there on the subiect of the position minister,
impelling
15.
John
resignation,
Oshkosh,
.
.
Wis., July
i
"In my weak way, I have tried to taken
,
i...,
an
iu uwi, rru
pumped I am ready to go. I hope
j
me
assassl-were
witn
set
for
toward
2(1.
United
empiujn
States
v.hki
the
icnargect
August
attempted
to assassin
by
Schrank, who
sitthe
of
to
for filing
views
was
oilier
details
of
you are getting a good thing out of ate Theodore attempted October
my
existing
provide
express
Governor
General
(nation
Terauchi,
confirmed
is
State
Senator Sanford. named as
Mexico
officially
12,
Roosevelt,
it or are putting the knife into some
returned Mr. Bristow.
" of appeals found that, the the awards with district courts.
be taken one of those who oppose Hayden's ap uation,"
The British foreign office, however, tlie
of the pirates that did not like you. last, probably will shortly
is a member of the Demo
in us perreciea lorm me new law
reuy niuueu in omuui
pointment,
or
to
in
matter
the
for
discuss
the
to!uelt""mu,B
from
the
declines
northern
hospital
You and I know they wore an un1910 ,0 kil1 tne fiovernor general, wi.uld furnish machinery expected to
but A MAIL ORDER
to' the states prison at Waupun. cratic State Centra,! committee,
on
the
sane
ground)"1
express any opinion,
Aa a measure of preparation, the
grateful bunch.
up the possibilities of arbitration
v 111 be one of the committee was not willing today
that the subject is too delicate.
"Now don't back down: stand by It is expected Schrank
melR hluu' lu,te ol U1" ueieuuunih j,d federal mediation.
to
assume
for
MARRIAGE
his
any
to be transferred to a
a v...:,
responsibility
Ci,i
prisoners
forty
..i..
were Ktinfnlierl tn t ie nmv npo In
your colors. If you need me y st call. new
individual attitude.
The new law would establish the
Officials of both
department of. the prison.
Washington, D. C, July 15. Amer- recruit executors of tho plot, but. no
I don't care if you sold my letters but
CONSUMMATED
the state committee and the county
States board of mediation and
Tailed
stand
to
continue
ican warships
guard assassins were found and hence the1
if you just gave them away, it is
committee of San Francisco took the
conciliation" to consist of a federal
over American interests In Mexican
mean of you. If you get enough out
failed.
15. A
six
Pueblo, Colo.,
position that they had not been conJuly
commissioner of mediation and con- NEW sidered
MAKES
and Pacific ports. The battle conspiracy
of it and need the price, why all RUSSIA
in the appointment and that it months courtship by correspondence gulf
ciliation and two other officials of the
anchor
at
Carolina
South
swings
ship
we
will not quarrel."
right. Anyway
would be indelicate for them to ex by parties who had never seen each in
to be designated &y the
the
at.
and
the
harbor
Tampico,
Fred
Schwedtman, secretary lo
other ended here this afternoon when
press opinions on its acceptability.
boartl could be ap"
DEMANDS
This
CHINESE
llamp-shorpresiilpnt'
Minnesota
Xew
and
UIVUKuto
battleships
President Van Cleave, wrote Mulhall
Harry R. Coats of this city, and Miss
tu lllieivtruu ill a ittuiuau muui
Hayden Only Associate.
are at Vera Cruz. The Michilmtu
on August 9, 1907: "There are some
TexHelen Lucille Hunt of Hillsboro,
d spute by either party and would first
gan and Louisiana arrived yesterday
Washington, D. C, July 15. Attorlarge things brewing and there is STARTLING TURN TAKEN BY AFFAIRS IN
HUSBAND
as, were married by Rev. Weyer, of at. Vera. Cruz to relieve the Minne
life its best efforts, by mediation and
General
late
ney
McReynolds
today
in
indication
tariff
our
that
every
the First Presbyterian church.
to bring the disputants to
will
which
Mr.
conciliation,
north.
sota,
was
that
Sullivan
returp
the
explained
PARLIAMENT
HAS
CHINESE
FAR EAST
campaign we have with us the majoriwho is 21 years old, is night
Coats,
an
Failure would be
On
Pacific
cruiser
side
the
the
agreement.
in
counsel
the
leading
government's
ty of the Republican leading congressSix
BEEN CALLED TO CONSIDER DEMANDS. Caminetti-Diggis at Guaymas and the Den- LADY CDRNWALLIS WEST, AN AMERICAN
an attempt on the part of
case and that Mr. clerk in the local postoftice.
by
Pittsburg
men and senators and men higher up
Miss
of
saw
the picture
he
months
the b. rd to "induce the parties to
ver is at Topolobampo.
Hayden was an associate. In addition Hunt in ago
than that too.
GIRL WHO MARRIED A TITLE, FINDS
p
a number of newspapers aftOrdered Closed.
submit riieir controversy to arbitrato
from
Newspaper
Senator
Ashurst,
protests
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on Sepvoted
prettiest
Peking. China, July 15. Russia
IN
HUSBAND tion" and in case of arbitration, speVera Cruz, Mex., July 15. The miliTHAT UNFAITHFULNESS
the attorney general has received er she had beenShe was the
tember 5, 1907, bringing in the name
a telephone
suddenly presented to the
girl in Texas.
cial boards of either three or six
from
Mr.
governor of Vera Cruz, Mexico,
While
California.
tary
protests
of Mr. Taft, then secretary of war,
AND
TITLED
SHE
was
OUTWEIGHS
NAME,
17
new
demands
Coats
years.
government
this morning ordered the closing of
mediators would be chosen by the
Hayden has been appointed an assist- operator aged the
"You saw, of course, where Secrefull
the
autonomy
of
of
the
girl
pictures
recognition
captivated by
La
DIVORCES HIM.
railroads and the employes,
tary Taft referred to the National As of outer Mongolia, declaring China to ant counsel in the white slave case, and wrote her a letter. Since that the onces of the dally newspapers, of
Arbitration under the new law
sociation of Manufacturers at great be Suzerain only, binding China to ac and it has been reported that ulti- time they corresponded regularly. In Opinion and La Tnion, accused
Xo
S.
he
Bentiment.
be
U.
f
be undertaken only after a de--I
would
revolutionary
might
menting
mately
appointed
his
Columbus
If
in.
address.
length
ceDt Russian intermediation and rec
response to his pleadings she agreed arrests were made.
London, July 15. A decree of di- fiiite agreement had been made by
at
San
to
succeed
Francisco
attorney
we succeeded In getting the council
to come to Pueblo to marry him and
vorce was granted today to Mrs. both
ognizing all the rights conceded to
to abide by the decision
plans thoroughly established then our (Russia by the agreement and proto- McNab.
Cornwallis-West- ,
arrived shortly before noon today.
formerly of theparties
George
arbitration board for a .stated
power for good will grow right along. col, signed at TJrga, the capital of
a
daughter
Lady Randolph Churchill,
WALL of
THOMAS FLAYS
Next year during
the presidential Mongolia, on November 3, 1912.
the late Leonard Jerome of New period. how
HEAVY
FIGHTING
ON
Just
yesterday's White House
CONGRESS.
campaign we will be a factor of naIN
DAY
THE
York. The decree (nisi) may be abBoth houses of the Chinese parliaconference was brought about became
tional importance that cannot be over- ment have been hastily summoned
in six months.
solute
STREET
known today when officials there
looked."
Strong opto consider the demands.
The grounds for granting the de- stated
Senate.
IN CHINA
that Mrs. J. Borden Harriman
"In the days of Cushing," testified
both
misvoiced
is
and
them
by
to
were
desertion
cree
m.
In session at 2 p.
statutory
position
of the New Industrial
commission,
Mulhall on another point, "there were Chinese and foreigners and great exLobby investigating committee con- COLORADO SENATOR DENOUNCES
never any books and there never citement prevails at the unexpected
NEWj
lasted only a few had informed them that a strike was
The
hearing
Mulhall
tinued
testimony.
hearing
imminent unless an agreement on a
GOVERNMENT
NORTHERN
FORCES FIGHT
was any designation by name. We turn of events.
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE IN SPEECH, minutes
Finance committee Democrats
board of mediation could be secured.
.
,
all had numbers. I was eleven,
,1Q10
j
signed at TJrga In
The
NO
agreement
WITH PROVINCIAL TROOPS.
bill
Simmons
tariff
Chairman
was nine and Sherman was November was as follows:
President Wilson and Secretary
DEFENDING WILSON BILL OF CHARGE of the woman alleged to have beeni
will be submitted ThursSENTIMENT NOTICEABLE YET. report which
vvnson
were communicatee, wan Dy
No
on
eight." Senator Reed wanted to
3igned
an
agreement.
By
OF CAUSING PANIC OF 1913.
day.
know about the association's tariff vember 3, Russia undertakes to aw
counsel stated. Secretary Tumulty and the confer- Mr PnviiwnlliK-West- .
ON HAND.
SHIPS
MERICAN
House.
-Aand reciprocity activities.
'never obeyed the order of the court ence subsequently was arranged with
Mongolia and to maintain the auto
Met at noon.
"The National Association of Man- nomous government which she has esD. C, July 15. Sena Idecreeing the restitution of conjugal the help of Seth Low, president of
Washington,
bill
Tok
Newlands
amending
ufacturers, created and solely created tablished. She will support her right
Washington, D. C, July 15. Two Erdman upact for meditation and arbi- tor Thomas, Democrat, of Colorado, rights and this constituted desertion. the National Civic Federation,
.
the tariff commission," declared
the gunboats
Mrs. Cornwallis-Wes- t
to maintain a national army and ex- American
formally cor--j
in
warships,
speech today defending the Wil-tration of differences between - rail- sona tariff
bill of 1893 from responsi jroborated counsel's statement
clude, both the presence of Chinese Helena and Samar, are In the internaDENVER GRAND .JURY
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on Oc- trooDS and the colonization of her tional fleet of Kiu Klang, China, where ways and their employes.
for the panic which followed. ;garding her husband's
WILL ADJOURN FRIDAY.
tober 5, 1907, of "certain work which territory by the Chinese. The Mon- heavy fighting is in progress between
charged former President Cleveland with the restitutional order,
Mr. Brownell is doing unearthing the golian sovereign and the government the northern
on
FOUR
PROSTRATIONS
her
husband
left
con
said
York
her
banks with
She
and the New
government forces and
Denver, Colo., July 15. After a
connection between Gompers and will assure to Russian subjects and the provincial troops
AT LINCOLN, NEB. spiracy to precipitate a calamity tojDecember 2?,, 1312, and never return-forcof Kiangsi
three months session during which It
Democratic
campaign
national
a
the
Russian commerce, as heretofore,
the
repeal of the Sherman silver led. He had written her saying he has returned forty Indictments,
province.
committee."
Lincoln, Neb., July 15. Four people act.
full enforcement, of the rights and
never intended to return.
to the state de- Denver county grand jury today is
Today's
dispatches
Senaasked
Brownell?"
"Who was
privileges enumerated in the protocol, partment say that the many foreign-- were prostrated here vesterday when
Though denouncing the 1S93 bill as. An inquiry agent testified that the reflv fnr adjournment and it will be
th "eat reached the official high 'a most, miserable pretense of tariff respondent was with a woman not the
tor Nelson.
no other foreign subjects In Mongolia crs at Kiu
Evidnv moraine after Its
are
on
but
guard,
Kiang
106 degrees. The reform," he branded the New York
?
"Chief of the publicity bureau of being granted fuller rights than those
petitioner in a Iiondon hotel In March, repor(. t0 judge' C. C. Butler. The
sentiment ,1 he- - Ipoint for the year
that no
on
the
thermometer
the National Association of Manufac- of Russia."
Mrs.
..
as
and
West,
government
stock exchange as the "most
s
Captain
next gran(j jury wm De called in
eved to exist. The report from the P.
street registered HO degrees.
The recently proposed agreement deturers," replied Mulhall. "They were
gambling hell" of any age and! A chambermaid from the hotel tes- - tember in compliance with a law pass-- ,
Amer can legation at Pekm says the
at
that
bribe
to
room
Gompers
clared that Russia acknowledged outer
trying
by e(J bv tne ast general assembly,
the "Monte Carlo of American titled to the occupation of a
is as yet un
result or the
time."
and a woman wh(cn proviues that town and cities
Mx. Cornwallis-We- st
finance."
Mongolia as Chinese territory, while known. Road ngnting
comand
telegraphic
a
for
not
ask
The committee did
China agreed that Mongolia was to
X
NOTICE.
"It is the swindlers' paradise," he not the petitioner.
jof 10,ono or more population must
summer re- X
further explanation.
Mrs. Cornwallis-Wes- t
have autonomy. The Peking govern munication to Ruling,in the
X
In view of the fa.;t that the
continued. "It is a huge vampire that
gave her brief have wo gran(j jury sessions a
China'
central
for
foreigners
Mulhall went to St. Louis In Octo- ment agreed not to send soldiers into port
anu
manner
a
conecrea
rrom
in
in
X First 'Regiment Band will leave
Dlooa
oi
tne
tne
eviaence
sucks
arteries
year.
X for the state encampment at Las X industry.
ber, 1907, to settle a strike of 23,000 outer Mongolia, which was to have is interrupted.
It is a unincoroorated. Ir Sa firm voice. 'She was dressed in a;
are
in
The
province
troops
Kiangsi
black
hat
costume
own
blue
ehoe workers.
and
its
Russia
X Vegas tomorrow "morning, it has X responsible monstrosity beyond the 'quiet, dark
army and police.
EXCESSIVE HEAT
s
"Schwedtman told me to approach agreed not to send soldiers into Mon- said to have been the aggressors.
of land stood on the witness stand apparX been decided by the band mem- - X pale of law. It is the
REPORTED IN IOWA.
is
movement
namheaded
The
the
man
by
the head of the strikers, a
con- - V fair dealing ana common honesty. It entiy unmovea
crou
Dy rue
bers to give a
golia except as consul guards in ac
greai
ed Frank. The sum of $3,000 had been cordance with the terms of previous former military governor of Kiangsi, X cert tonight.
Thus Santa Fe Xihas sanctioned speculation. It is the which had been attracted to the court
. 1.
1 .. ..
IT
' .,
; In my hands to get Frank to call treaties.
...uw.n..
in-- :
She further agreed not to who was recently removed from office X will not be without the regular
most pernicious and corroding
by the case.
V
extreme heat claimed one vic- ;
will hereafter
strike off. If he was successful send colonists into Mongolia, but re- and who has as allies General Huang K concerts only on dates- - of July
Mrs. Cornwallis-Wes- t
fluence in the land."
The tained the extensive commercial privi- Using, one of the leaders of the X 21 and 23. Everybody turn out X
a was to be paid the money.
"If disaster, whose coming is now 'be known by her former name of Lady "m in Hancock in the person of T. H.
ke was called off two days later leges accorded in treaties with the rationalist or southern party, and the X and hear the band conoert.
so freely predicted, shall overtake us Churchill, according , to a statement Berkshire, aged 74 one of the earliest
residents of western Iowa.
a was suggested and I turned the head Jama of Mongolia.
35 ill the near future,
X X
X
it will be caused 'made by an inquiry agency.
president of the national senate.
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Stork and Cupid
Cunning Plotters

A Special Sale

UNCLE SAM AS COAL E CZEMA COVERED
MINER

Little
Many a New Home will Have
Sunbeam to Brighten It.
AS

WELL

AS

FACILITIES

HANDLER OF OTHER

3

BEANS

DYER PORK J
THIS WKE.K

There Is usually a certain degree of dread
In every woman's mind as to the probable

!

WINTER GROCERY CO
PHOITB 40

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone

ST.

104 DON GASPER

9 W

5

WSUMME
TO EASTFRN

I
I
I

POINTS VIA

New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
cmiti cr TO pinnnponFT N m im RFTIIBN (1710

East
Best plnniMaissMljj nr
' West

The

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL,

(PS

NEW MEXICO.

'The WestPoiot of (he Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
In the beautiful Pecoi
Vallej. 5,700 Icet above sealevel,
iunshine every day. Ooeo air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern is every respect.

Located

1 Is

Beftnts

:

E. A. CAHOO.H, President.

W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated
ne, address,

Denver &

cats--

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

Rio Grande R. R.

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
:TO
Pueblo

.

$16.35

St. Louis

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City J 4ft ftft

Chicago

.
.
.

St. Paul.

.

.

Col'do Springs
Ogden,

18.15

(

.

.

51.85

.

$47.35

.

.

.
.

.
.

51.85
62.85
66.45

New York City

78.85

Detroit
Buffalo

Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
On

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

6M 7.

-:- -

Day or Night Phone, 110 Main.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

piiin, distress nnd dmwr of rhild-hlrtHnt, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
known as Mother's Friend, all fear Is banished and the period Is one of unbounded,
joyful autleipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally.
It
Is a most penetrating npplleutlon, makes
niiiMclea
of
stomach
and
abdomen
tile
the
pliant so they expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress and with
nune of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other R.viuptoms that tend to weaken
the. prospective mother.
Thus Cupid and
the stork arc held up to veneration: they
are rated as cunning plotters to herald tho
coming of a little sunbeam to gladden the
liearts and brighten tho homes of a host of
happy fuuillies.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it Is one of our greatest
contributions to healthy, happy motherhood.
It is sold by all druggists at $1.00
Jier bottle, and Is especially recommended
as a preventive of caking breasts audi all
other such distresses.
Write to Hradtleld Regulator Co., 1S1
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, (ia., for their very
Get
valuable book to expectant mothers,
a bottle of Mother's Friend

DEWING IN THE

JULY MAGAZINES
Deming, X. M., July 13. Denting
in for a fair share of publicity in tht! July issues of the magazines. The Earth, a Santa Fe publication devoted to the interests of tho
soutinvest, and furnishing information
every month to 50.0UU subscribers,
contains this month ten editorial references to Iteming and the Alimures
valley. Under the caplou of "Kingdom of the l'uuip"' the development of
the .Alimbres
Valley Alfalfa Farms
ctmpany is described. Another editorial mentions the vast shipments of
cuttle from Demiug. The prospecting
foi oil here furnishes text lor further comment.
Spalding, the new
town northwest of Denting is adverted
"From Garden to
to very favorably.
from the
Consumer" is reproduced
The proposed
Deming Graphic.
of the Harvy house at DentIn a general comment
is
recited.
ing
of the
ppoii tho vast development
Chino copper properties near Denting
attention is called to the fact that the
Alimbres valley farmer furnishes garden truck, dairy products, poultry, hay,
etc. A story from the Denting llead-lfgh- t
is reprinted giving an account of
F, S. Deen s development ot a home
out-- j
piot near Deming. Deming as an
lilting point for lishing expeditions to
the Gila country is the text of pointed
editorial mention. In addition to these
editorial comments, 11.
favorable
Ledichek, secretary of the Deming
Chamber of commerce, has an illustrated article published therein detail
ing the great uevelopment now under
way by the Homeplot company. Further than this, the Denver Field &
1'iirm devotes its front page to a farming scene in the Jlimbres valley, and
describes the scene as follows in its
"The picture on
editorial columns:
our front page this week shows a
lxavy crop from the first cutting ready
for stacking. This picture was photographed on a farm two miles from
Deming, N. M., which produces eight
tons of alfalfa to the acre per season
land which as native sod a few
years ago required C5 acres to carry a
steer." Town Development, one of
the Dounleday, Page publications, contains in the July issue an account of
the activties of the Deming chamber
.cf commerce, together with a half
tone of the park well installed at the
depot for exhibition purposes by that
organization.
in coro
AVhen Colonel Roosevelt,
AV. E. Holt,
old
his
with
friend,
rany
vas shown the electric irrigation
p.ant at the union station in Deming
Friday, he declared that rain was
t'sually pleasant, but like other pleasant things, unreliable. "When a farmer has this on his farm," said the colonel pointing to the abundant discharge
' bis water worries
are over." The
oi'ly difficulty the Deming boosters
had in inducing him to view the exhibition plant was that he insisted in
stopping and chucking every baby he
saw under the chin and. smiling
"I must
benignly upon the mother.
ece all these babies," said the colonel
as he wedged his way through the
crowd.
Washington Gardner, president of
the National Childrens Home society,
and former congressman from Michigan, will visit his friend, W. B. Holt,
for several days. He arrived Sunday.
AV. H. Strong, of Brewton, Ala., and
Miss Dell Paulk, of Union Springs,
Ala., arrived Friday afternoon, and
will visit C. H. Paulk for some time.
The baseball game between Deming and Santa Rita Friday afternoon
resulted in a score of 15 to 3 in favor
of the latter.

still comes

c-- i

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POl, Secretary.

COL.

HAS

AND

Spread to Body, Limbs, Back and
Ears. If Scratched Would Bleed
and Smart. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Completely Cured

NATOR

BILL TO THAT

EFFECT.

THIS WEEK

!

OPERATOR

RAILROAD

POINDEXTER

ENTIRE SCALP

f

" f was

It. F. I). No. 2, Sunfield, Mich.

troubled with eezema. It began with a sure
(By Uilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, July 15. Senator on the top of the scalp, broko out as a plniplu
and grew larger until it was a
is
MileB Poindexter, of Washington,
large red spot with a crust
the author of a novel and very interor scab over it. This became
esting plan embodied in a bill just inlarger finally covering the
troduced into the senate by which it
entire sculp and spread to
is proposed that the United States
different parts of tho Imdy,
the limbs and back and In tho
f.overnment become a coal miner as
ears. These sores grew larger
well as the operator of railroads ami
gradually until some were- as
Cher
transportation facilities in
large as a quarter of a dollar.
Alaska.
itch
and If scratched they would
Tl y would
n
The more unusual feature, however, lin ed and smart. Tho clothing would
them at night when it was being rein this proposed legislation is a carecausing them to itch and smart so I
fully worked out co operative plan by in,
co. ild not sleep. A watery fluid would run
which employees of the government
IriK.i them. My scalp became, covered wit h
in the government coal mines would e s ale and when tho hair was raised up it
coal
the
consumers
of
the
share with
wru'.'tl raise this scale ; tho hair was coining
"profits" of government coal mining. out n rribly. My scalp and body itched all
This principle is also applied to the the 1i:ne.
"Alter using Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
government transportation service.
wu could notice agreat
Tiith two
Even more unusual is the feature of difference.applications
My way of using the Cuticura
"ii-gcalled
the bill for what might be
Soap and Ointment was to apply tlio OintThe govern
ment to the sores and all over the scalp, then
u'ated
competition."
ment does not propose a monopoly en' after I would wash the sores and scalp with
the Soap. In a month's time I was comthe exploitation of Alaska. Private incured."
(Signed) Mrs. Bertha
terests are invited to compete, and pletely
Vnderwood, Jan. 3, 1913.
half of all the public coal lands art
Cuticura .Soap 25c. and Cuticura Oint ment
MIc. are sold everywhere.
reserved for leasing to any private inLiberal sample, of
terests which desire to lease and oper- each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Add
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
ate them for terms of 50 yeais and in dress
WMon who shave and shampoo with Cutracts not exceeding 2'iii0 acres to any ticura
And it best for skin and scalp.
will
Soap
single interest. The government sels
the standard for operation, however.
The bill provides elaborately for the
and
of
manner in which labor shall be treat-ei- i public ownership intransportation with
nolle coal mining
competition
in the government
mining and
private leasing under fair conditions
transportation service; for example,
in my judgment, solve this prob-jl- i
r
providing for an
day, a
m.
Alaska is untouched; its great
minimum wage, the prohibition
of
natural resources are in public owner-i- f
child labor, a workman's compensathere is opportunity for a new
ttcn and accident insurance plan, i'ip;
al. My bill seeks to protide this
jin
proper sanitation, housing and gen- - i w deal."
etal living conditions, etc. All these
to employees.1
things are guaranteed
who are to help Uncle Sam dig coal BUTTERMILK WITH
and operate his railroads and ships.
CHERRY HARMFUL
It is also required that persons taking
leases and proposing to compete with
the government mines must duplicate
Pittsburg. Penn., July in. United
all these conditions in their privately States Attorney John H. Jordan, trust
buster of note, matched his stomach
operated plants.
The next most intresting feature of ngainst a buttermilk cocktail with a
tins remarkably advanced legislation large white cherry in it, and lost. The
is that which specifies how and where ministrations of a physician were nethe products shall be marketed. There cessary, and he was taken home for
Air. Jordan first ate some
Is created what might be called a pTe-f- ( tue day.
cherries.
rential
market for government-minesuch a
"Naturally, after having
coal. The government mining
service is empowered to give prefer- - splendid meal on fruit,'' explained Mr.
ence in selling its coal to certain Jordan, "I concluded that it would be
classes of consumers as follows: (1) the proper thing to top off the cherries
the government railroads, (2) the U. with a nice fresh glass of buttermilk
with a cherry in it."
h. navy and other government
services, c!) schools and other public
iphtitutions, including municipalities.
i4) domestic users of coal or ultimate IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
consumers, (5)
associathe antiseptic
Use Allen's Foot-Eastions dealing with ultimate consumto be shaken into the shoes.
powder
ers, (C) commercial
(7)
retailers,
It instantly takes the sting out tit
wholesalers, IS) manufacturers and
corns,
itching feet, ingrowing nails,
ali other purchasers.
The governcomfort
ment is to establish distributing sta- nnd bunions. It's the greatest
of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
discovery
tions in Alaska and on the Pacific
makes tight or new shoes feel
cr.ast for disposing of its coal, which
wear shoes one size
is to be conveyed to these stations easy. Ladies can
It is a certain resmaller
after
using.
means
of Its own railroads and
by
lief for sweating, callous and swollen,
steamships.
feet. Try it today. Sold
The bill provides that the govern- tender, aching
Trial package FREE.
ment's activities in all these directions everywhere, 25c.
S. Olmstead, Le Roy,
must earn 5 per cent on the capital in- Address, Allen
N. Y.
vestment. The object of this is to pay
ii.terest on the bonds which are floated to raise the money to start the
work, and to furnish a sinking fund
for the retirement of these bonds at
irri-lat-
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IF YOU ARE FISHING AROUND FOR RELIABLE HARDWARE JUST
COME TO US AND SEE IF WE CANT SHOW YOU JUST THE VERY
KIND YOU WANT. OH; WE ARE CONFIDENT WE KNOW WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS DESIRE: AND WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH IN QUALITY AS WELL AS QUANTITY. WE CAN
GIVE YOU THAT, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT WILL MAKE A FRIEND
and r.iJSTOMER OF YOU. WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE YOU LESS
THAN YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

COMPANY.
PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

14.

post-car-

eight-hou-

i

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

IN

--

d

desired.

'

maturity.
The prices of coal and transportation are to be fixed by agents appointed by the president. The president is also charged with the full responsibility for carrying out the
of the act, and is given power
io appoint such agents as may be necessary to this end.
The most ingenious feature of the
bill is no doubt that which provides
for harmonizing the interests of the
producer and the consumer. In elaborating the idea of sharing profits, the
bill works out a plan by which it is
ptovided that any surplus which is
left over after paying the cost of operation and the interest charge, shall be

Insure

Your Expenditures
You

can

insure

POWER
N'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

yourself

against fire, burglary, Illness,
accident and death, in fact, almost any calamity you can imagine. There are big companies
that look after such matters for
you and to whom you pay cer-

tain stipulated premiums.
You and your family can start
a little Insurance company of
your own for the protection of
your purse. In this way you
will be both Insurer and insured.

ciivided between the employees
o!
mines and transportation services,
By buying THE NEW MEXand the purchasers of coal or of transICAN
each day, and taking a
The
share going to the
portation.
time to read the
minutes'
few
operatives is to be proportioned to the
advertisements you can protect
wages they receive and the share goyourself against the loss occaing to the consumers is in proportion
sioned by foolish buying. You
to the amount paid by them for coal
and your family owe It to youror transportation.
selves to make sure that every
In explaining the provisions or the
dollar spent is well spent.
bill today, Senator Poindexter said:
"The plan in this bill has been workThere is no better way to do
ed out with a great deal of care.
It
this than to familiarize yourrepresents many weeks of considerself with the best articles manuate and research. I regard it as a
factured and offered for sale in
distinctly workable plan.
the leading shops. This infor"There has been a very proper
mation may be had by reading
that Alaskan resources be open
the advertising columns of THE
ed to use, and this bill provides for
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
meeting that demand, but at the same
systematically and regularly.
time it provides assurance that there
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they thall be no monopolistic exploitationcannot reach the seat of the disease. ly private interests. Private capital
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional will still have a fair opportunity to go
into Alaska coal mining if it wishes
disease, and in order to cure it you
ycu must take internal remedies. to. but it must do so at a reasonable
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern profit and without the brutal exploitaNOVELTY WORKS.
tion of labor. The purpose of the bill,
ally, and acts directly upon the blood
us
in
stated
bill
is
the
itself, this: 'to 104
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
104
Galiateo Street
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was provide transportation service and
coal
at the lowest price consistent Makes all kinds of Screens and
prescribed by one of the best physi
does Screening of Porches.
cians in this country (or years and Is vilh the maintenance of the welfare
a regular prescription. It ia composed cf all operatives at a high level, the
mat Give Corafori
of the best tonics known, combined stimulation of efficient service, and Porcn Swings
the
maximum
and at the same time
with the best blood purifiers, acting
Step and Fruit Ladders,
most economical utilization of the fuel
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
Fly Traps that Catch Flies,
resources of
perfect combination of the two ingred- and other natural
Alaska.'
wonderis
what produces such
ients
Your Furniture
Right
v
a .
"Alaska's first and greatest need is Repairs
ful results in curing catarrh. Send for
Does Upholstering.
and
to
transportation
develop her natural
testimonials, free.
HE DOES ALL KINDS OP
resources. The whole Pacific coast IN FACT REPAIR WORK.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
needs Alaskan coal and other prodToledo, Ohio.
SANTA FE. N. M.
Teleohone 157 W.
ucts.
Private monopoly either of
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
AH Work Guaranteed.
Reasonable.
Prices
Is
or
resources
Intoler
Take Hall's Family Pill trt constr transportation
able and cannot be permitted. But
TERMS CASH.
Ration.
d

hard-to-su- it

Send your
typist here

Any demand that your work or your typist can possibly
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement of
typewriting, is covered by our three machines

RemingtonSmith Premier Monarch
Complete Visible Writing;
single

or double keyboard; shifting

carriage or shifting type segment;
machines of any width of carriage;
machines regulated to any touch;
machines to write, add and sub
tract; machines for any kind of form
Remington
and tabular work; machines with many
for
machines
every
special features;
different
41
special purpose;
models comprise our complete

tSr

line.

The Remington Typewriter

J.RRHOADS

::

Service is a universal service-univ- ersal
in every sense of the
word." It includes axryutmy

....

Premier

and it extends everywhere. We
not only nave macnines tor
every purpose, but our service
includes operators, inspections,
supplies, rentals ; in fact, every
conceivable requirement of the
typewriter user.

b

.

fZf

Remington Typewriter Company
y.

1645 Champa

Btreet, Denver, Colorado.

Monarch
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INCORPORATION 'as may be from time to time desig
THE REASON
of the
nated by them; but the company shall
COMANCHE OIL 4 GAS COMPANY. always keep at its principal and regisState of New Mexico,
tered office 'in New Mexico a transfer
FOR THE DEFEAT
State Corporation Commission.
book in which the transfers of stock
can be made, entered and registered,
LARCEST VARIETY
FINEST QUALITY
Certificate of Comparison.
T'nited States of America,
and also a book containing the names
State of New Mexico. ss.
and addresses of the stockholders, and
CONGRESSMAN
HINEBAUGH GIVES CAUSE
It. is Hereby Certified, that the an- the number of shares held by them
FOR
THE
DEFEAT
OF THE REPUBLICAN
nexed is a full, true and complete respectively, which shall be at all
Incortimes
to
of
of
hours
Certificate
business
the
during
open
PARTY AND THE RISE OF PROGRES-- !
transcript
&
Gas the inspection of the stockholders In
Oil
poration of Comanche
SIVISM.
Company (No. 7001.) with the endorse- person.
To determine from time to time
ments thereon, as same appears on
file and of record in the office of the whether, and, if allowed, under what
in mi article about, the Progressive
conditions and regulations the ao- State Corporation Commission,
'party, in the July number of the Met
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair-- counts and books of the company
.'.Magazine,
Congressman
ropolitan
man and Clerk of said Commission
other than the stock and transfer
William I liuebiiiigh, of Illinois, says:
i
have hereunto set their hands and hooks or any of them, shall be open
"The future of the Progressive party
hfflxed the seal of said Commission, to the inspection of the stockholders,
"GII.T EDGE" the only lii'Ii's'shm (Irpsnilig llmt
Its permanency is beyond
is assured.
pOrMllVI'ly 'OIllHillH Oil. Hlat'tvH KIHl I'nli.tH'N luill''
f t the City of Santa Fe, on this Ninth and the stockholders' rights in this y
of ami rhilcirt'ii'H hoot anil p!hi8, shines nilliout
Gardner,
Congressman
question.
of July, A. D. 1913.
"FRENCH GLOSS," UK'.
jspect are and shall be restricted or
Massachusetts, one of the Republican
arid polishing
"DANDY" ii'inliinaiinii for
limited accordingly.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
in a speech all UimlMtif niHMitt or tun shoe,cleaning
Iim:.
of ihe house,
i5c.
leaders
Chairman.
To make, alter, amend and rescind
Attest:
"OIIICK WHITE"(i" liquid form with HporiL'C!)iiikli-lmade during the tariff debate
he
which
Inc.
fix
eiioijw.
the
of the company, to
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
cleans and tvhllens tlirty canvas
in stating his reasons for the over"M.BO" cleans and whitens BUCK, NUBUf K.
the amount to be reserved as working
(SHAD
his party, said:
of
SlitllK and CANVAS SHOES. In round whim imIimi
throw
COMANCHE OIL & GAS COMPANY Icapital, to fix the times for the declainc. In
ziiu: tu.p-t- , with 8mntf
"'In the lirst place, we stubbornly piitkcifln
large aluminum boxes, wilh sponirfl. Hfw:.
. CERTIFICATE
OF INCORPORATION. ration and payment of dividends, to
reforms. Why we It inird.
(In- liiml yuil wnt. wn! ti
reasonable
Hlfr
not
resisted
ARTICLE I. The name of this cor- authorize and cause to be executed
i'Iihwb prtnl.
in "turiiim Inr lull w
did so is hard to say. We failed to tilt prli'i' WHtTTrMORE
BROS. & CO.,
poration is COMANCHE" OIL & GAS mortgages and liens upon the real and
move with the age. That was the
Albany Slroat, Cambrldgo, Mass.
COMPANY.
Thf Otttcst and jtrxnt Ufattitfacturers uj
personal property of the company,
head and front of our offending. The
Shoe Polnhts ill thr
ARTICLE H. The location of the provided always, that a majority of the
Republican chieftains could not adjust
principal office of the corporation in whole Board concur therein.
their views to modern schools of ONE DEATH RESULTS FROM
the State of New Mexico is Laughlin
With the consent in writing, and
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT,
thought.'
Building, in the City of Santa Fe, pursuant also to the affirmative vote
"In all local elections since the
Cedar
la., July 15. .1.
of
the
of
of
said
holders
a
of
in
Rapids,
Santa
the
State,
Fe,
County
majority
presidential election wherever a na- Johnson, of Webster, Iowa, aged 23,
f stock
which shall also be its registered
issued and outstanding, nt a
been
has
a
or
tional issue
party policy
was killed when an automobile driven
ce. The name of the agent of said stockholders' meeting duly called for
involved, the Progressive party has l y Anna
Harrington turned turtle last
corporation in said state, who is in that purpose, to sell, a3sign, transfer
more than held its own, and this with- r.
ght. Bessie Kertrom, aged 14, had
charge of said principal office and or otherwise dispose of the property
out
organization.
an arm broken and Archie Pierie a
upon whom process against this cor- of the company as an entirety, pro"It must be apparent to every think- shoulder blade broken. Johnson had
poration may be served is FRANCIS vided always, that a majority of the
ing man that there can be no possi- been "picked up'' by the automobilo
C. WILSON.
whole Board concur therein.
bility of amalgamation between the t Iter his motorcycle broke dowe.
ARTICLE
III. The objects for
By a resolution passed by a majority
THE BREAD WIKNERS
v Inch the corporation is established vote of the whole Board, under suitProgressive and Republican parties.
Oil and water will not mix. Men who
to desigable provision of the
are:
TUITION FEES.
are constitutionally conservative and
To acquire by purchase or other- nate two or more of their number
New Mexico.
are
progres
who
men
dis- to constitute an executive committee,
constitutionally
to
and
otherwise
lease,
sell,
wise,
One hour, dictation,
for speed in
fori
common
no
find
can
ground
sive
time
States
for
the
of
which
committee
the
United
in
of,
shall,
any
pose
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
action.
in
or
as
colonies
said
or
legislative
resolution,
of America,
dependen- being,
provided
One hour, dictation,
any system,
cies thereof, or in any other part of or in the
"The conservative or reactionary
have and exercise
$1.00.
(phonograph)
do
of
the
members
party
the world, lands, concessions, grants, any, or all the powers of the Board of
Republican
Extreme this date, 41 years' record, not believe in the Income Tux Law. Five hours, dictation, for speed In
rights, powers and privileges which Directors which may be lawfully dele ficate of Incorporation of COMANCHE
50 In 1S9S.
IP""
lowest,
I"""'
m, ..
may seem to the company capable of gated in the management of the busU JOIL & GAS COMPANY.
iney are evenusimsiy vupuocu '
Tgraph) $4 00
Forecast
in
of
Office
recall
Filed
account.
State
to
and
ness
and
Corporation
of
turned
und
affairs
the
referendum
initiative,
company,
being
Teaching, any one subject, per
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Generally
To purchase, take on lease, or other- shall have power to authorize the seal Commission Jul. 9. 1913; 3 p. m.
they nre not even willing to concede hour $1.25.
There, was a trace of rain yester- fair and continued warm
and
tonight
F.
EDWIN
affixed
COARD,
to
of
to
the
of
all
wise acquire any mines, mining rights
the company
be
that the members
Progressive Machine practice, or private letter
with showers in Wednesday.
Clerk. day and some clouds
and lands and any interest therein, papers which may require it.
party are. sincere in their demands writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
The
of
the
the
Wed
temperaMexico:
and
city.
For
New
vicinity
Tonight
for legislation to procure social and
and to explore, work, exercise, develop
The company may use and apply Its Compared J. J. O. to M. H.
Per week, five hours daily, five days
ture only reached MT at 4:20, and the nesday generally fair; not much 'industrial justice.
and turn to account the same; to quar- surplus earnings or accumulated pro- STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
week
tuition $(1.00.
mak59
a.
was
lowest
4:50
at
m.,
in
point
change
temperature.
"Tliev still believe the tariff and
ry, smelt, refine, dress, amalgamate fits to the purchase or acquisition of County of Santa Fe. ss.
Per month, five hours dally, five
ing a daUy average of 72 degrees or
Conditions.
in
issues
the
are
trusts
and prepare for market oil, gas, ore, property, and to the purchase or acthe
only
I
week, tuition $20.00.
certify that this instru- two degrees above the average for the
The barometer remaiiiH
low over which the people are vitally interest days
metal and mineral substances of all quisition of its own capital stock from menthereby
Life scholarship for shorthand, typewas filed for record on the 11th
41 years for July 14th.
The
past
men
the
and
of
Rockies
western
how
cannot
conceive
the
ed. They
slope
kinds, and to carry on any other time to time, to such extent, and in day ot July. A. D. 1913, at H o'clock
writing, spelling $100.00.
humidity averaged 40 per cent for the Salt Lake basin, with a continua-leaseriously contemplate using the
operations which may seem conducive such manner, and upon such terms as a. m., and was duly recorded in Book the
for above, and any
Life
59
was
low
The
last
night
day.
in
tion of high temperatures
the 'machinery of government to reach and all scholarship
to any of the company's objects; to its Board of Directors shall determ- 2, of the records of corporations, page
commercial
subjects, or ten of
low
and
the
murk
last
decrees
night southwest. Considerable cloudiness is down to the man in the ditch and
buy, sell, manufacture and deal in oil, ine; and neither the property nor the (il. this 12th day of July, A. D. 1913.
named:
the
Bookkeeping,
subjects
as
was
at
follows: present, this morning, and showers help him to stand erect, in the knowthe othe). Btal;ona
gas, minerals, plant, machinery, im- capita.! stock so purchased and ac
Witness my hand and Seal of Of
arithmetic,
advertising,
banking,
Boise,
54;
72;
Amariilo,
Bismarck,
have
over
New
is
of
occurred
northern
he
for
as
that,
shall
be regarded
great importance ci edit, science, civil service, commer
conveniences,
ledge
provisions quired
plements,
profits
fice.
74;
58;
48;
Dodge
City,
Cheyenne,
western
Colorado
mid
in
and
nation
south
Mexico,
to
the
and things capable of being used
society
the purpose of declaration or payment
cial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
M. A. ORTIZ.
Grand east Wyoming. Over the Dakotas and
5(i;
Durango, 58;
Flagstaff.
The scales have not. fallen from ,
connection with mining operations, or of dividends, unless otherwise determ
rmrmal niiMio snnnlrinir.
Co. N. M.
Fe
Santa
Clerk,
County
Kansas
4(1;
70;
Helena,
City,
Junction,
the North Pacific the barometer has the eyes of these men. who for many
required by workmen and others em- ined by a majority of the Board of V. I. A LA RID, Deputy.
renman8hlPi
salesmanship, system,
Los
Lander.
62;
58;
78;
Angeles,
risen further, and fair weather pre-;- j ears have believed that the highest, voice
Directors.
ployed by the company.
culture $250.00.
60; Phoenix, 80; Portland, 52; vails. Conditions favor a continuation purpose to which our
government
To construct, carry out, maintain,
The corporation reserves the right
THE
Pueblo, 66; Rapid City. 56; Roseburg, of generally fair and warm weather in could be put was the conservation of
OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
COLLEGE!
improve, manage, work, control and to amend, alter or repeal any provis
SANTA FE BUSING
; iRoBwell,
70:
Lake
68;
Salt
torthis
section
over
City,
Wednesrlnv
Instead
of
the
dollar.
enduring
daily
the almighty
superintend any roads, ways, pipe ion contained in this Certificate of In
TonO'
San
52;
4S;
Francisco,
ment
sore
Spokane,
weak
of
seen
men
have
back,
backache,
"These conservative
lines, reservoirs, water courses, acque- corporation, in the manner now or
THINK OF IT
P11'1'
I; Winnemueea, 4C.
DON'T use a cough medicine con- no harm in the great corporations
ducts, wharves, furnaces, mills, crush' hereafter prescribed by statute, and kidneys, swollen joints and rheumaLocal
Data.
in con- 30,000 Persons Publicly Recommend
to
that
take
tism,
conobey
impulse
Foley's
or
lobbyists
by
on
being
all
represented
stockholders
works,
refineries,
conferred
opium
works,
morphine.
hydraulic
They
taining
ing
rights
Some are Santa Fe
Our Remedy.
with
Highest temperature yesterday, Sti stipate the bowels and do not cure, gress. H has never occurred to them
factories, warehouses, and other works herein are granted subject to this Kidney Pills. They
People.
nature, which accounts for their sucHighest temperature, this date last only stifle the cougn. Examine the that legislation should not be shaped
and conveniences which may seem reservation.
Over one' hundred thousand have
to
label and if the medicine contains by the privileged classes in whose inIn accordance with "An Act to regu- cess in all kidney and bladder disor- year, 7G.
directly or indirectly conducive
Doan's Kidney
recommended
Pills,
ders.
are
Lowest
this
to
was
be
last
date
it
Folenacted.
terest
They
healing,
strengthenthese harmful opiates refuse it.
temperature
late the formation and government of
any of the objects of the company.
For
kidney, urinary ills.
backache,
toand
tonic.
55.
not
that
"We do
Obey
year,
impulse
challenge the sincerity
To enter into, make, perform and corporations for mining, manufactur- ing
ey's Honey and Tar Compound conThirty thousand signed testimonExtreme this date, 41 years' recerod tains no opiates, Is healing and sooth- of these men. We simply say they are
carry out contracts of every kind ing, industrial and other pursuits," . day and give them a chance to help
ials.
highest, 92 in 1SS1.
ing. The Capital Pharmacy.
with any person, firm, association or B. No. RS, approved March 15, 1905, you. The Capital Pharmacy.
asleep at the Rwitch. The thunder of
Are appearing now in public print.
(Progressive doctrine reverberating
for the purpose of forming a corpora- corporation.
Some of them are Santa Fe people.
.'throughout the land has never reach- To purchase or otherwise acquire, tion. the undersigned have signed this
Some are published in Santa Fe.
to hold, sell, assign, transfer, mort certificate end affixed their seals here ENGLISH
BUT THEY NEUER LOOK AS !ed their
No other remedy shows such proof.
191.3.
gage, pledge, exchange or otherwise to this 30th day of .Tune, A.
ex
Follow this Santa Fe man's
OUR AMERICAN GIRLS. WRITES BILLIE BURKE FROM
CHAS. G. WILFONG, (SEAL)
dispose of, and to guarantee, under
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
ample.
ADDISON R. MAY, (SEAL)
write, register and transfer bonds,
LONDON : AND.
ENGLISH WOMEN ARE NOT
GOOD
Henry Geier, 317 San Francisco St.,
DANIEL L. EVANS, (SEAL)
mortgages, debentures, obligations or
Santa
LOOKING
Fe, New Mexico, says: "It
AS
UNCLE
DAUGHTERS.
De
in
delivered
the
and
shares of the capital stock of any
Vargas.
Signed, sealed
must be nearly fifteen years since I
R. O. Wiggin, Fort Scott, Kansas.
corporation and to exercise while the presence of: Leighton P. Stradley.
(By Billie Burke.)
E. M. Baxter, Rocky Ford, Colorado. first used Doan's Kidney Pills. I sufowner thereof all the rights, powers STATE OF PENNA.
The Savoy, London, Eng., July 15.
fered a great deal from pains in my
Parker Wiggin, Fort Scott, Kans.
and privileges, including the right to COUNTY OF PHIL A. ss.
Of course, they are not!
back and side. The pains were so
L. .). Dunn, Lincoln, Neb.
vote thereon, which natural persons
On this 30th day of June, A. D. 1913,
English women are not as gool lookbad at times that I could hardly
Miss 11. Bell, Amblebide, England.
being the owners of such stock and before me appeared the undersigned, ing as American women, for they lack
them. I had headches, too and
stand
.1. Mendenhall,
Artesia.
exerIf.
would
or
could
and
for
within
the
Public
a
property, might,
Notary
animation and, besides, most of them,
were in bad shape. I
mv
kidneys
O.
A.
Antonito.
Carruth,
cise.
County of Philadelphia, personally ap- being more or less loyal subjects to
nilments and began
for
these
Alamosa.
William
good
ADDowell,
To the same extent as natural per- peared CHARLES G. WILFONG,
follow
E. .1. Strawn, Alamosa
using them. They were just what I
sons might or could do, to purchase DISON R. MAY and DANIEL L. Ciien Mary, feel that they must
or otherwise acquire, to hold, own, to EVANS, each to me known to be ihe her mode of dressing and this style
George H. Danton, Indianapolis, Ind. heard that Doan's Kidney Pills were
is of vintage of her illustrious
needed. After I used one box, my
Albert Silver, Jr., Chicago.
mortgage, sell, convey or otherwise persons described in nnd who exe
Victoria.
were strengthened and tho
Queen
K.
kidneys
to
without
as
Atkinson,
Chicago.
amount,
limit
and
instrument
cuted
of,
the
dispose
foregoing
There is a tradition that Englisli
backache was cured. 1 felt better in
D. T. Broderson, St. Louts.
within or without the State of New they each acknowledged that they exe
comevery way. Since then, I have used
F. J. Daves, St. Iouis.
Mexico, real and personal property of cuted the same as their free act and romeu always have the finest
a few doses of Doan's Kidney Pills
La Salle.
deed for the uses and purposes therein plexions in the world, and so they
every class and description.
me
off and on and they have kept
have up to the age of forty; after that
IL L. Hubbard, Alamosa.
To procure the company to be regis- set forth.
free from kidney complaint."
O. L. Taylor, Stanley.
tered or recognized and to carry on
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have riost of them have too much color.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
A. L. Stevens, Albuquerque.
its operations and business and to hereunto subscribed my hand and af- They grow red and mottled or yellow
Foster-Milburcents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
Montezuma,
have and maintain one or more offices, fixed my official seal the day and year and parchment-like- .
sole agents for the United
New
York,
I.HR
C.
E.
and
Vegas.
to
Lewis,
above
in this Certificate first
and
written.
The young English girl of a good
hold, purchase, mortgage
States.
M. C. Spicer, Helen.
CHAS. G .WILFONG,
convey real and personal property
family shows breeding always, and
Remember the name Doan's and
F. .1. Holmes, Los Angeles.
out of the State of New Mexico, and
ADDISON R. MAY,
the damp air keeps her skin beautiful.
take no other.
A. G. Woodford, Bishop's Ranch.
in any state or territory of the United
DANIEL L. EVANS.
She is not afraid of rain or mist and
Adele M. Jones, Dayton, O.
States, and in any foreign country or LEIGHTON P. STRADLEY,
she walks from five to twenty miles
NOTICE!
Mrs. S. E. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.
place.
Notary Public.
every day, rides and practically lives
Notice is hereby given that the unP.
R.
and
Mrs.
daughter,
, To do ajl and everything necessary,
Hopkins
Commission expires Feb. 13, 1915.
She looks healthy and
cutdoors.
dersigned State Treasurer ot the State
suitable or proper for the accomplish- (NOTARIAL SEAL)
Farmington.
ueually has red cheeks and white skin.
of New Mexico, will redeem twenty
D. C. Howell, Estancia.
ment of any of the purposes or attain- 11481
Acknowledgement
(Notary.) Besides this, she has always with her
E. W. McKenzie, El Paso.
ment of any of the objects hereinbe- STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
percent of the Certificates of Indebted-ne- s
a splendid skin beautifier and that is
known as Cacual Deficit CertiA. Mahoney, Brooklyn.
fore enumerated, or which shall at
ss.
May
County of Philadelphia.
most equable temper and a splendid
Genevieve F. Wallace, Brooklyn.
ficates of the issue of 1912, dated July
any time appear conducive or expediI, HENRY F. WALTON, Prothono1. 1912, and twenty per cent thereof
ent for the protection or benefit of tary of the County of Philadelphia poise.
Mary McSweeney, Jamaica, N. Y.
You did not know that would effect
redeemable on the first day of
the company, and in general to engage and Clerk of the Court of Common
Quincy Randies, Albuquerque.
being
skin?
C. S. Hart, Portales.
In any and all lawful business what- Pleas of said County,
1913.
which are jour
July,
The next time you get angry or givo
John J. Cole, Philadelphia.
ever, necessary or convenient.
The holders ot the said Certificates,
Courts of Record having a common
emotion exway to any other
C. S. Harper and wife, Cimarron.
ARTICLE
IV. The
numbered from One (1) to Eighty (80)
corporation seal, being the officer authorized by amine your face in trying
mira
magnifying
shall be authorized to Issue capital the laws of the State of Pennsylvania
inclusive, are notified to present the
etock to the extent of Two Hundred to make the following Certificate, do ror just afterward nnd you will see
same to the undersigned State Treas11
ROAD
THE
and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250, CERTIFY, That Leighton P. Stradley, c sorts of changes. Anger will burn
urer at the office of the said State
ttOO.OO), divided into Two Hundred and Esquire, whose name is subscribed to the skin up; grief will make it pale
WORKED Treasurer when said Certificates with
BEING
IS
and lifeless, joy will paint in rose and
Fifty Thousand (250,000) shares of the certificate of the acknowledgement
interest accrued thereon will be re,
the par value of One (Dollar ($1.00) of the annexed instrument and thereon
communication receiv- deemable, and notice is further given
The
following
each.
written, was at the time of such acked by the Chamber of Commerce is of that interest upon said Certificate
The V 'ount of capital stock with nowledgement a NOTARY PUBLIC
interest to the citizens of Santa Fe will cease on the first day ot Julyt
which this company will commence for the Commonwealth
of Pennsylwill be received with delight by 1913.
and
business is Two Thousand Dollars vania, residing in the County aforeO. N.
automobile owners. Good driving
the
'
Two Thousand said, duly commissioned and qualified
($2,000.00), being
State Treasurer.
between Taos and Santa Fe has been
BURKE.
BILLIE
of
the par value of One to administer oaths and affirmations
(2,000) shares
desired.
long
Dollar ($1.00) each.
and
and to take acknowledgements
NOTICE!
most care she is apt to wrinkle early. der that the Englishman with an eye
July 10, 191.1.
ARTICLE V. The names and post proofs of Deeds or Conveyances
for
State of New Mexico, County ot
She
never represses an emotion. This ' for beauty goes over to America and secrearv chamber of Commerce,
ortice addresses of the incorporators lands, tenements and hereditaments
'
Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe, in the Probate Court for
fclie calls "living.''
picks up our fairest.
and the number of shares of stock foi to be recorded in said State of Penn
No man falls In love with a frump, Dear Sir:
and in the County of Santa
Almost the first thing an English ...,
which severally and respectively the sylvania, and to all whose acts, as
1.
nn.MAA;..l
T.
u, il.. I.
warn,t w mime
me rrimu um,,
In the matter of the estate of Rich6nnAu
said Incorporators do hereby sub- - such, full faith and credit are and
girl is taught is repression. I have iioB" " '"ay
u
one.
uuo
"
Wilson Barry, Deceased.
ard
;
lifeless
cold
and
called
by
often been
scribe are as follows
ought to be given, as well in Courts
u
r,UA,u ui.
If the English girl would leave orx;
Last Will and Testament of Richard
CHARLES G. WILFONG, Forrest of Judicature as elsewhere; and that
my girl admirers in America simplvi
,
um ,e oa.ua rWilson Barry, Deceased.
about half her hair and comb it flat to centers removeu
800 I am well acquainted with the handbecause my education
Penna.,
Building, Philadelphia,
carried on with ber head as the average American
JIt May Concern:
Whom
To
shares.
of
NOTARY
said
the
PUB
Wold"
Jrepression,
writing
on
1 went
is
Notice
cenTer.
ADDISON R. MAY, Forrest Build- LIC and verily believe his signature
when
ended
and
hereby given that Wednesrepresion
Thigh
now The sand
on
the 30th day of July, A. D. 1913,
the Rtaee with regression.
ing,' Philadelphia, Penna., 800 shares. thereto is genuine, and I further cerday,
.
nt
is
said
F.mbndn
have
in
hpen
...hi
she vouia
R.
DANIEL
EVANS, Lafayette tify that the said Instrument is exeat ten o'clock, a. m., of said day, and
An English woman of birth consid- - ot her tunny pompadour,
improved
400 cuted and acknowledged in conformity
Penna.,
the Court Room of the Probate Court
Building, Philadelphia,
ers it bad taste to show ner feelings. look much prettier and much more.
Very respectfully.
with the laws of the State of Penn
shares.
of the County of Santa Fe, New MexThe "lady Clara Vere de Vere" type t""'tmWILLIAM McKEAN,
sylvania.
r.ng-lisTotal, 2,000 shares.
at
Is
the
la what every English girl strives fir
between
difference
County Court House in the
Here
Secretary Pro Tern. ico, ofthe
IN TESTIMONY
I
ARTICLE VI. The duration of the
WHEREOF.
Santa Fe and County and
a much now as when Tennyson's
and American girls American
City
have hereunto set my hand and afas
corporation shall be for fifty years.
The agonizing discomfort and sense State aforesaid, has been appointed
'country clod" told her "where she girls have a subtle fascination about
ARTICLE VII. In furtherance, and fixed the seal of said Court, this let
will
the
of
and
to drop from poetry into the them even when they are not beauti- of suffocation that accompany
time
the
proving
place
oft,"
?ot
hay
'
not in limitation of the powers confer- day of July in the year of our Lord
fnl.
vernacular.
They always look "smart, butfever and ngthma may be greatly al-- ! of the said Richard Wilson Barry, dered by the statute, the Board of Direc- one thousand nine hundred and thirQUEEN MARY.
in
do
one
must
ceased
not
one's
bred.
well
hair
And when
Knglish gim jeviated by the use of Foley's Honey
always
teen (1913).
tors are expressly authorized:
M. A. ORTIZ,
complex- - and Tar Compound.
tLe bath bun style and wear hats lave splendidly wholesome
It has a sooth- (SEAL.)
To hold their meetings, to have one
HENRY F. WALTON,
on top of It because Queen ions, but they never wear their clothes ing effect on the mucus linings, and
County Clerk.
perched
or more offices, and to keep the books (COURT SEAL)
Prothonotary. pearl. The American girl allows her Mary wears her hair that way and veil, never look "smart." They al- relieves the gasping and tickling senBy V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
of the company within or without the
ENDORSED:
temperament to feed upon her beauty makes her own hats after some for- ways have an air of being "to the sation in the throat and bronchial
Dated at Santa Fe this 7th day ot
No. 7G01.
State of New Mexico, at such places
to such an extent even with the ut- - gotten Victoria formula It is no won- - raanor born," however.
tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.
July, A. D. 1913. ,
Cor. Ree d. Vol. 6, Page 226. Certi- OF
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COBB SUSPENDED
INDEFINITELY
YESTERDAY

BASEBALL

MILK WAGON NORSE IS THE TRACK SENSATION

Standing of the Clubs.
National League.

Won. Lost. Pet.
21
,5S4
52
41!
.589
30
.525
38
42

Club.
Xew York
Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburg

M
"1

Brooklyn
Boston
St. lxiuis
Cincinnati

32
31

3

.500

38
43
47
50

.4S6

.442
.405

s'K

sf

.
Topeka
Sioux City
.

Wichita

.

Pet. Ji,.,nson, of the American league, in
New York, attending the dedication of
Ki..;.f-ithe report
field, Baid that
from the umpire regarding the trouble
thai Cobb had in yesterday's game had
.494 r.oi !een received; (hat he had heard
.398 inn ii iii? of the trouble and therefore
.398 had not
suspended Cobb.
.308
Pet.
.CO!)

.571
.557

33

.500
.411
.411
.381

OX HOUSE. WITH HER OWNERS AND TRAINERS,

the milk wagon to the race tracks.
by About four years ago Prime Wright,
Goes After a Yankee farmer trom v asnington,
Husband and Wife,
Conn., and his wife Mrs. Nota Wright,
Grand Circuit Stars.
invested $125 in a likely looking colt,
They named her Nota Prime the
It was the romance of a
It. T. C, that was the talk of the combination of their own names.
The principal duty of this colt was
grand circuit after the
won the M. and M. at Detroit. Thi3 to haul milk three miles from the
year a milk wagon horse bids fair to Wright farm to the depot- Mrs. Wright
add a parallel to harness horse rac- tried out the colt against other horses
on the road. So did her husband, and
ing.
romance Nota Prime beat everything in sight,
It even goes the
one better, for it was a womau who even while hooked to the heavy milk
gaVe Nota Prime the training that wagon. A watch snowed .Nota frime
enabled the mare to graduate from was doing the three miles in about
Having

on

Won $15,000

Half-Mil-e

Tracks, Nota Prime, ,Tralned

plow-hors-

plow-hors-

e

THE WRIGHTS.

WILLIAMS IS FAVORITE

half-mil-

IN BANTAM

BOUT.j

DEATH LIST OF WRECK
INCREASED TO FOURTEEN.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 15. Fourteen persons are dead as the result of
At New York
the
wreck at Vineyard station night
1
11
2
Cincinnati
1 before last, when two Pacific electric
4 14
New York
Brown and Kling; Mathewson and tiains collided. Several others of the
injured, whose number was declared
Meyers.
to exceed 150. are in a precarious condition. Two bodies, those of a man
At Boton
and a woman, have not been
Pittsburgh
Boston
i
(Tied end of ninth inning.)

e

e

1

BEST PHOTOGRAPH

;
j
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MARIE BLITZ.

OF THERESA

The lines are incomparably
the measurements,
iVaceful and
ts fill.

(By W. H. Alburn.)
Topka, Kan., July 15. It is very
interesting to visit Topeka, because
here you may see the prettiest little
girl in America.
I saw the "prettiest," because many
American artists, many photographers
and the cultured Artist League of BosU n says Theresa Marie Blitz has the
most perfect features and figure to be
found anywhere.
She was also the winner in a content with 2000 other child beauties,
and as a prize she is going to have
3 tour of the country with her father
and a free trip to Paris.
I called at Theresa's home, saw her
and talked to her. In truth, she is
very beautiful.
She has soft, wavy, dark brown hair
and big, wistful, blue eyes. Her lips
aie rosy and delicately molded. Her
features have the rare symmetry seldom found except in Greek statues.
Her skin is fair, with a trace of pink
showing through. Her ears are pink
shells, her neck is like a fine bit of
carved ivory and her little shoulders
are lovely beyond the camera's powei
io show.
Hands, feet and all are just as beau

prtists

Bay,

set the standard lor

sculp-

tors.

around her arm at the

A tape drawn

nine inches. Her
inches around, her thigh 16
.vrist 5
li.ches, calf 10 inches ankle 7 inches.
She weighs 55 pounds. She will be
seven years old next November.
Theresa is as bright and good as
She started to school
she Is pretty.
last year and made rapid progress:
Her father, I. M. Blitz, a local merch
ant, says his greatest ambition is to
g.ve her a finished education.
The little girl's mother died when
she was eight mouths old and her
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Erickson, has
c.ired for her since.
"People say I'm pretfy," said Theresa, when the writer called to see her.
"I wonder if I am. What do you

armpit registers
2

-

WALL STREET.

take you off my hands," Griff said to but for some reason or other his formAmerican League.
er cunning had deserted him and he
the veteran flinger.
was alway hit hard.
In one sense Mullin was not
At St. Louis-N- ew
15. Although
New York, July
Mulin was with the Detroit Tigers
He admitted that he was not
0
York
he
time
there was no well sustained demand
which
eleven
during
years,
would
3
New York, July 15. George Mullin pitching the kind of ball that
Louis
St.
for stocks, the trend was upwards
them win two American League
who for the past six weeks has been warant his retention in the major helped
Keating and Smith; Hamilton and during the morning. Trading, while
at- pennants.
for
himself
blamed
and
was
league
a member of the Washington club,
still abnormally dull, was more acThe Washington players were sur- Agnew.
notified that waivers have been obtain- tempting to get rid of so much weight
tive than yesterday. Operators said
and
to
the
hear
news,
Germany
prised
season.
ed and that two international League during the spring training
At Chicago-Bos- ton
the firm tone of the market was due
Schaefer, his roommate, is heartbrok1
7 4
teams wanted him.
Griffith purchased Mullin last May en who was one of the most
to the extent of the short interest,
popular
waiver
5
at
the
club
5
the
from
Detroit
.2
t.
have
"I am sorry, George but I will
Chicago
which is pronounced in some quarters
players on the team.
four
won
and
Leonard and Thomas; Walsh and to be the largest of the year. For
only
to let you go. I offer you a choice of price,
George has
Mullin had nothing to say regarding
cities and managers, Buffalo or Ro- games since joining the Nationals. He the matter last night. He did not Schalk. (10 innings).
the first time in several days Europe
American Association.
chester, both of whom are willing to has worked hard and conscientiously, know which of the International
took an interest in this market. Lon-

GEORGE MULLIN
BACK TO MINORS

stu1

e

ir.

At Philadelphia
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Burke, Salee and Win go; Chalmers
Brennan and Killifor, Howley.
(10 innings.)

hait-mu-

'&'i

STAHL QUITS AS
MANAGER OF
BOSTON TEAM

Los Angeles, Calif., July 15. Johnny
Williams, bantamweight of Baltimore,
is a 2 to 1 tavorite over diaries
0
9 11
ill
LeDoux, the French
champion,
2
9
their 20 round battle here tonight.
Ragan, .0(ij ,na(je the weight 0f 110 pounds
without difficulty.
Williams and LeDoux fought a no- decision bout in Philadelphia several
2 10
months ago.
2
3
9

At Brooklyn
Chicago
Brooklyn
Cheney and Bresnalian;
Stack and Fisher.

nine minutes.
There was nothing left around
Washington for Nota Prime to beat,
!so the Wrights decided to try her out
tracKs
on the neighboring
She made good, and in September,
1911, they started to campaign her.
In 1912 Nota Prime won 13 races on
tracks and five
American
on Canadian tracks, netting close to
$15,000 for her owners.
This year a relative has charge of
the farm and Prime and Xota have
their mare on the grand circuit, with
every prospecr, iu maniug guuu. ciuc
tracks.
has a mark of 2:14 on
half-mil-

League.

''

'

.379

54

Today's Games.

NOTA PRIME, THE

s

Chicago, 111., July 15. According to
format ion derived from an authora-tisBource this afternoon,
Manager
.';.ke Stahl has severed his connection
Boston
with the world's
champion
Differences between the
Americana.
League.
i .imager and James McAleer, of the
Won. Lost. Pet.
Boston club, are given as the cause of
. ("."
56
27
No man-nm- r
.40
.54S Haiti's giving up his place.
38
it in said has heen selected ill
if!
40
jj !.!! place, but McAleer himself prob- .4 (
39
njf.
.44
40
94l.l'iy win uirect uie team leuipuruimanCatcher BUI Carrigan will he
33
.407
48
-er (emporarily, it was learned laH
34
.405
50

. .

National

the report that Tyrus
the Detroit Club, had been
President Ban
suspended,

Regarding

.713
.002
.554
.541

American Association.
Won. Lost.
Club.
55
3(i
.Milwaukee
4K
,!(
Columbus
19
39
Louisville
15
41
Minneapolis
44
45
Kansas City
37
53
St. Paul
37
Toledo
32
Indianapolis
Western
Club.
Denver
Des Moines
Omaha
St. Joseph .

SHE ASK.S

PRETTV?"

"

Cobb, of

j

I

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT OF NEW MEXICAN
VISITS AMERICA'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL CHILD. AND GRANDMA WON'T LET HIM ANSWER THERESA'S QUESTION WHY ARTISTS RAVE OVER LITTLE
Detroit, Mich., July 15. A Bpeclai
BEAUTY.
liiHpaloh from Chicago today said that
President Han Johnson, of the Ameri-cleague, had indefinitely suspended
Ty Cobb, of the Detroit club, for lan
guage he used during an altercation
In
with Umpire George Hildebrand
yesterday's game with Philadelphia.
Officials of the local club said they had
tot heard of the suspension at 6
o'clock this afternoon.
In the ninth inning yeBterday Umpire Hildebrand ruled that Cobb "trap-pf'ria long low liner hit by Baker.
Cobb protested and was ruled out of
tlic game. He was later ordered into
tin- club house.

.375

American League.
Won.
Club.
23
57
Philadelphia
50
33
Cleveland
1(1
37
Washington
H!
3!)
Chicago
3!)
40
Boston
35
53
St. Louis
35
53
Detroit
24
54
New York

AM

think?"
Grandmother's warning finger

en-

And she whispered:
"Please don't tell her! She'll find it
cut soon enough, goodness knows.
"Of course, I'm proud that she's so
beautiful but it's so much more important for her to be just a good,
sweet, little girl."
joined silence.

;

.

-

THE

NEW

CHAMPION.

HEAVYWEIGHT

League clubs he cared to join, and
ToletloSt. Paul game postponed;
plans to spend a few days with his
family out in Indiana before casting rein.
Minneapolis-Idianapoli- s
game post- his lot with the minors.
polled; rain.
RACE CALLED OFF BECAUSE
PRIZE MONEY WITHDRAWN. CATTON US. OATMAN
Muskegon, Mich., July 15. The flying boat cruise from Chicago to Detroit has been called off by mutual
agreement of the contestants according to Glenn L. Martin, who returned
to Muskegon this afternoon
from
Pentwater. He said the committee in
charge of the cruise had withdrawn
the prize money.
At the aero club of Illinois it was
said that the private committee which
raised bonus money for the hydroaeroplane racers did so on an underthat
standing with the promoters
there would be approximately twenty entrants. Only eight responded,
and what with one mishap and another, the field after many delays and
accidents, narrowed down to Martin, Francis and Havens. Cities along
the route of the flight who had promised financial aid were greatly disap- nAin4n
;r.,ln..1
UC
Ilitt- lieu 4Kn
milieu, nn,.
pal i it.uicii i y
chines fell behind their schedules
and crowds gathered at the several
water fronts only to find the waters
of the lake quite innocent of flying
Yi

craft.

BOUT

MORRIS-CUTLE-

AT CLOVIS TOMORROW.
Clovis, N. M., July 15 The Carl
Cutler
heavy
weight bout, , scheduled for Wednes-day at the big open air arena here is
already attracting crowds from all
parts of west Texas, Oklahoma, southern Colorado and New Mexico, and
this is expected to he one of the best
fights that has ever been staged in
Morris-Mart-

If
111

Vll

jytli
WC'--

'

y

1

'-

-'

the state.
A party with twenty
motor cars
came in from Texas points yesterday,
and will remain over until after the
fight. The Texas boys are counting
heavily on Morris, as are also the fellows from the "Sooner" state, but Cutler is gaining as a favorite as the
time for the fight draws near, with
many.
Both men are on the ground and
Morris is doing
doing heavy work.
practice.
daily hard
Both men are in the pink of condition. There will be two
preliminaries at the fight
cross-countr- y

Heavyweight
Arthur Pelkey, at Close Range, He is New World's
Champion Who Won His Title When He Accidentally Killed Luther
Cowboy Fighter, In a Recent Battle in Canada.

four-roun- d

i

don and Berlin bought. Canadian Pacific and Paris sold the low
priced
group of coppers.
Despite the lagging tendency of the copper group,
the general market held firm and in
some instances early gains were increased some, by noon prices were at
the best level of the day.
ELECTRIFIES CROWD Canadian Pacific increased its
gain to nearly two points.
Bonds were steady.
Those who were fortunate enough
of the London buying
tc be present last evening at the bil leftCompletion
the market bare of orders and
liard match between Marcus Catton during the noon hour trading came
ard Manager Harry Oatman, the pro- virtually to a halt. The list maintainprietor of the Montezuma Billiard ed its firm tone however, and except
rooms, were afforded an opportunity in a few cases the morning's advances
of getting a definite line on the class were fully retained.
of billiards put up by
Bear traders made efforts to scale
Billy Catton's son, who is now a, full down the slender gains of the princi- fledged Santa Fean.
lai stocks but were not able to muster
Another Santa Fe man was to have a sumcient toiiowmg to anect quoted
played Catton, but was unable to be values greatly.- Reading was depresspiesent so Catton agreed to play 150 ed to within a small fraction of yesto 75 with Harry Oatman, the proprie- terday's close, but otherwise the martor; Catton was to run 150 without ket stubbornly resisted such slight
missing or count nothing, so one may pressures was imposed by the limited
judge what a hard proposition he was offerings.
He started off by run-riup against.
The market closed strong. In the
96, then again 88, and again had late trading prices gradually worked
133 when he missed;
this left him upward and best figures of the day
nothing, while in the meantime Oat- were reported in the final hour. ' A
n an had ran 74, and only needed one number of less active stocks
partitc win the game; then Cattoa display- cipated with the leaders
in the aded the wonderful speed which made vance. American Tobacco gained 5
hit, father famous, and getting the points. Third Avenue 2, Interborough
and Western
lalls lined up ran 216, winning the net preferred, 1
game. It is a foregone conclusion that Maryland and Brooklyn Transit, 1.
there is no talent in this burg that can Smelting scored a complete recovery,
compete with him, and he will have following the attorney general's denial
of the rumor that proceedings had
trouble in securing an opponent.
An exhibition of fancy shots and "?eel1
against tne company.
-

i)r.

t

Inv ',.JD

.

n.

wn

Q

all.

4',

Boston Wool.
nouncement was made that another
Boston, Mass., July 13. Inquiries
n atch with E. C. Burke, the local expert, who defeated Catton in his first for fine wools has been more marked
week while the woOI
natch, would be played next Monday during the pastwhole
business
as
a
has been of fair
8
m.
at
p.
right
The 1st of August a billiard tourna- volume compared with that of 'other
ment will be started, followed by a weeks. Prices have continued .firm"
I
tournament, which will with a slight tendency against the
iv.clude all the local players. Prizes buyer.
Although no sales of special Import
will be hung up, and no entrance fee
nave been reported the outlook for
will be demanded.
tl.e market is considered more cheer-fulf- l.
Ohio fleeces have been in some
ARMY POLO MATCHES
BEGIN AT WASHINGTON. demand, one lot sold amounting to
s
ICO.000 pounds of half and
Washington, D. C, July 15. The blood which is understood to have
polo matches, ti ought the recent market rate of 24
army
postponed once, will begin in Potomac cents. A general assortment of ter
park here today. Teams from the ritory wools has moved out of deal
tfounted service corps and (he Fifth ers hands this week, principally new
wools, including Utah's, Nevada's,
field artillery and an
v
Idaho's and Wyoming's.
team, will compete.
ocket-billiar-

secure more gas. The case came to
Judge Marshall's court when Judge
Pollock, of the Kansas district court
required that the case be transferred
from his court. Arguments were made
this afternoon following a prolonged

KANSAS PIPE LINE
CASE ON TRIAL.
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 15.
Judge John Marshall in the United
States district court of Utah today began the hearing of the Kansas Natural
Oas company case on the order of the
Kansas utilities committee
directing
the state and federal receivers to ex:
tend the pipe lines into Oklahoma to

jniii

luorning session, at which General
Manager A. B. Macbeth testified the
extensions could not be made and
ir ore gas supplied at the present

rates.

-
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Instead of

Do you realize what this means to you and tnose depend
ing on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matters
not where you are, in the factory or in. the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can arid will
"
increase your earning capacity.
S.
The I.C.
imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking-A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing: to ask us HOW? Sim
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and maintained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay increased, say
so at once.

a

'

.

schools

d

lntern3tfDal corrcspcHdeoce
;
Mark and
.
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
on
rieme epl!n, without further obligationtrade,
""i
or
MaU the I part,
can quality for the FotiMn,
hint
kik h.w marked X.
Electrical Wireman
Coupon
Automobile Running
Electric i Engineer
!

o Ural

.

i

1
i

.

I

Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advernains Mia
Show-Car- d
Writing
Window Trimming
Commercial lllustrat.
IndUBtrial Dealgning
Architectural Drnlta.

NOW

three-eight-

Language

'

Name.

I St.&No

I

Mechanic) Drafmnan
Mechanical Engineer
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Conatmct'n
Plumbing, Steam Fin'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent

TUESDAY, JULY

SANTA FE NliW MEXiCAJt

1913.

15,

UNITED

STATES

ft

BANK

TRUST CO.

Iowa, of bis aged

Does a General Banking Business.

Your Patronage Solicited
President.

J.

JjW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

FOR SALE

t.

CITY PROPERTY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,
5 Room

t

FOR

SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

j

PROPERTY

CH

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Qrants in the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
PFN1T-(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
2

10

II

i

FOP

j

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.

j

(C. A. BISHOP)

i

LOANS

.,, ..,

:

"

3!

FARE

::::

EXCURSION

fi llfi)i

FARE, SANTA FE

II. A. Clothier ami his two daughters
Ida and Blanche, left last night for
made
California.. The young ladies
jimmy friends during their slay here,
,T.
R. Martinez, Jr., of Tierra Aim-- ;
rilla, a. member of the Uio Arriba
county road board, is in Hie citv v isiting his uncle, Don Romulo Mart inez.
Francisco Lopez or farkview, N.
Rio Arriba county
M., a prominent
Democrat, arrived here last night and
will spend a coupl of days in the
city.
Smith left this
Rev. Deonidas
will
morning for Barranca w here h
spend a couple of days at the camp
of the Round Hill Placer Gold .Mining
company.
Col. K. C. Abbott, and (.'apt. James
L. Seligman motored over to Camp
McDonald at Las Vegas yesterday.
The encampment starts there tomorrow, the entire militia and band ar-

!

TO DENVER, COLORADO,

j

ACCOUNT

j

Knights Templar

P. A.,

T. F. &

-

244

SAN FRANCISCO

Ba

s"

Opnmcnl

Reacham-Mignardo-

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

JOSEPH

L

1

W1.

STREET.

J.

CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.

POLLARD,

President,

Secretary.

FRANK M. JONES,

Lumber and Transfer Go.

lJlJ.PI2v!ltii9otlr8

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS

3Your

BUSINESS

Business Solicited.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

Qj!

u

VOTES FOR WOMEN OR
WEALTHY DUTCH SPOUSE?

H. S. KAUNE

London, July 1,". Miss Inez Mulhol-land- ,
the New York woman suffragist,
was married today in this city to Eugene Boissevain, a wealthy Dutchman
Price whose home is in Amsterdam.
.Miss Inee Milholland is the daughter of John Milholland, a wealthy New
York lawyer and is herself a practic
ing lawyer with offices in the financial
district. She has been prominent in
woman suffrage work since her gradu-htiofrom Vassar several years ago
and she has appeared in her professional capacity in legal cases affecting the condition of working girls.
She headed the last woman suffrage
parade in this city as chief color

Where Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

as low
price as they
be this season

Are now

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES

ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for its
purity; good dormitory accommodatlons'at'low cost
V
etc. "'
For full information,

in
will

UNTIL

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISH B5 run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

J
J

j? H. C. YONTZ,

JEWELER,

We advise you to give us
your order now for

J

I
J

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

W. A. WILLIAMS,

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Hay, WeGrain

Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

CANTALOUPES

WATERMELONS
I
AND PEACHES,
PLUMS, ETC
?

H. S. KAUNE

8

CO.

Where Prices ar B-- st
For Saf Quality.
:

FRUIT JARS.

GET EAR-

LY AND BE

SURE OF

SIZES.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 16 Galisteo St.
1

aHENRY

KRICK&-

-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring- Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mtx.
-

IMC

i
SUMMER TOURIST i

RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

WE HAVE A

COMPLETE

LINE

IN

ALL SIZES OF
ECONOMY.

d

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Forking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

-

MlMiniitiiitiilii

UP-

KNOCKS OUT
CARROLL IN SIXTEENTH

SERVIA WILLING TO
SIGN PEACE TREATY.
Belgrade, July 13. The report that
Servia refuses to enter into peace
negotiations with Bulgaria ls without
foundation.
She is only waiting for
the arrival of persons armed with
full power from Bulgaria to iopen
the discussion of peace preliminaries.
After their signatures have been at
tached to o demand for negotiations,
hostilities will cease at once.

-:-

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

GETTING THE PROPER

Miss Milholland sailed with her fam
ily for Europe about two weeks ago.
HERRICK

Flour

ON YOU TO BUY YOUR

15. Using Gun
El
AND
CANNING boat Paso, Texas, July
PRESERViNB
Smith's' famous occipital blow,
Jack Herrick knocked out Jack Car
roll in the sixteenth round of their
scheduled twenty-rounbout in the
Juarez arena Sunday afternoon. Carroll was out. several minutes after the
Lower fn price. Imperfight and it looked for a while as if he
was dangerously injured.
ial Valley .Cantaloupes.
Herrick
.looked fresh and ran from the ring to
These are always fine.
his dressing quarters.

THE REQISTRAR
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

:

THE STAR
BARN
- -

THE CANNING

SEASON IS RIGHT

bearer.

or catalogue, address

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

tic

DO NOT WAIT

BLACKBERRIES

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

N. M.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

u

SOCORRO, N. M.

MANAGER,

,

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

JARS

& GC.

STORAGE

AND

FRUIT

visory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for tiHCial In
structioHH tin your case and
bonk, "Home
Treatment fur Women," sent in plain wrapper. NCI2Q

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

GENERAL TRANSFER

HAYWARD,

Santa Fe,
TFTf'S'REALESTATOWARD'llASit.

1

C.

F3.

Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building--

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

s

:

L. A. HUGHES,

?

y

Dates of "Sale, August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
WM. M. SCOTT,

ER- &
'NUFF SAID, GNAGEY
Every Woman
VIEN.
is Interested and should
The sooner you buy a 3'
plpe!l'-know about the wonderful
and cake box tobacco, tin sooner you ,
;,Aijt..Vi Marvel
will have
pipe satisfaction. Zook's
uoucne
Pharmacy.
V Mic lirst sign
A Siitch in Time
j0j. a leak
s'nnrdnicrirtstf or
That's Ask
j!W
get the Plumber.
H. If he cannot sup;good logic. The Santa Fe Hardware ply the MARVEL,
no
but
other,
& 'Supply Company will do it for you. accept
KenilMEtinp forbook.
jsee new ad. today.
Marvel Co.,44E. 23d St., N.Y.
FOR SALE All kinds of building
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
A Fine Garden where there are good
garden tools. Ain't it the truth? Then Sciiooiof Dancing
t
why be without, both? The
Hardware company will Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall
fit you out. at the least cost. See Children's Class Begins Friday. Jnne 2d. 3 1. M
"
' 8
Adult Praetlce Class "
the new ad. today.
Our tooth brushes represent ex- Assembly Hellas Friday, June 20,0 to 1.80 P.M.
Private !.esons. Fancy Danina Taught.
treme values. They are carefully
made. Bristles will not come out.
We buy them direct from best importers. Zook's Pharmacy.
Wanted A second-hand- ,
light, one
horse delivery wagon. Address A. IS.,
A CONFESSION
Xew Mexican.
Tenth Wedding Anniversary
was the tenth wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Her
Made
Statement,
Hopes
Public,
and as is usual on such occasions, a tin shower, a dinner party
will Help Other Women.
for Hi, at which Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
iRoehl of Albuquerque were the out of The Best That Can be Bought
a dance and a general
Hines, Ala. "I must confess", sayslt0WMAT ANY PRICE
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "thai good time until a late hour, were the
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done ni features of a most pleasant evening,
Take no chances on either
a great deal of good.
t ls 0f paramount importance when when a small amount will
give
Before I commenced usincr Cardui. 1 you have a prescription filled that you
would spit up everything
you the protection that you
ate. I had a secure drugs of known
and
strength
need, and when you do use inuicu, Mccpy I iceiing an me nine, ana was purity.
We fill your prescriptions
could hardly drag around,
irregular.
surance get the best, as it is
and would have severe headaches con. with the best drugs and chemicals,
the
Zook's
cheapest, and
Phtirmacy.
tinuously.
Wanted A boy of from fifteen to
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
ALWAYS SEE
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything eighteen years of age to act as delivseems to digest all right, and 1 have ery boy.
with
horses
One familiar
gained 10 pounds in weight."
preferred. Address A. B. New Mexi-- j
If you are a victim of any of the numer- can.
Office United States Bank Building
ous ills so common to your sex, it is
Elks Remember Gene Hampel To
(FIRST I'LOOH)
wrong to suffer.
show Gene HanipeJ that he entered
For half a century, Cardui has been re double harness with the best wishes
who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
all his fellow Klks, some fit) mem'
of ,he order gathered at the home
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
which nour into nut nffire vrar hv vMr'
good companies, good'protection
Cardui is successful because it is com last evening, with Gene the guest ol
posed of ingredients which act specifically honor at a social session at which the
on the womanly constitution, and helps groom was presented with a handbuild the weakened organs back to health some souvenir of the occasion in the
and strength.
in txuiJxrinjmiAnuiiruvvruu-uru-Lr- j
shape of three beautiful pieces of cut
Cardui has helped others, and will help glass. Gene and Sliss Karolyn Krack-enber5
you, too. Get a bottle today. You
will be married tomorrow, and
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it.
already a new home, next to Hampers
for
trWfr to : Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies' Ad- senior, 's almost ready

INSURANCE
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12-1- 5,

WITH HA WARD AM) REST CONTENT.

Is This a Bargain

Six-roo-

.

-

Triennial Conclave

AUGUST

INSURE

PHONE 180.

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and electric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property In way of
repairs and Improvements will greatly enhance value.

-
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TRIP

Boys' Suits

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

j

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND

CO.

We are making SPECIAL PRICES on all
Men's and Boys' Suits. Be sure and see us
before buying. Our assortment is large and
prices the lowest.

LOCAL ITEMS.

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

i

GOODS

DRY

-

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

119 San Francisco St.,

en's

-

j

SURETY BONDS

INSURANCE

X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
states further than Rev. McC'ollough
the Postal Tele- - X will not return to Santa Fe for ten
Telephone
S graph company if you do not get X
days yet.
your paper and one will be de- - X
H. J. Crichton and family of this
X
to
once.
X livered
you at
city and K. G. Cooper and family of
Denver, spent a week on the Brazos
in Rio Arriba county
fishing. Mr.
Crichton and family returned home
Mrs. Howard Moore, o Coyote, is iu last
They say its always
125 Palace Ave
evening.
Santa Fe today.
the biggest, ones that get. away, but
D. C. Howell of Estanoia, is a visit- Mr. Crichton has brought, three home
or in the Ancient City, today.
wilii him which he has preserved and COLORADO MAN IS
will soon have them on exhibition to
ARRESTED FOR BIGAMY.
querqtie, is spending a few days in the prove his stories by.
Gerof
II.
Danton,
professor
George
city.
Denver, Colo.,
July IS. Thomas
Mrs. A. B. Gnagey lias returned lo man at nutler University, near In- Southern who won two wives within
in
is
the
cily meeting two years through the agency of maSanta Fe after about four months dianapolis, llid.,
local educators.
Prof. Hanton is trav trimonial
absence.
was senwant ads
for seven weeks ibis summer' tenced to from three totoday
six months imMrs. U. P. Hopkins and daughters eling
in tile middle and southwestern
part
In the penitentiary, having
of Farmingtou, X. M., are spending a
of the United States in the interests prisonment
few days In the city,
pleaded guilty to a charge of bigamy.
Hoard
of
of
the
Simplified Spelling
The first wife, Alice Gorham South-- j
Mrs. R. P. Reuth, of Chaniita. is in
Xew York city. He spoke yesterday
now living at Doer Trail. Colo- em,
Santa Fe for a few days visiting her to
the sludents at the eiunmer school rado, and from whom he had been
brother, F. Krumholtz.
at the Normal university at Las Ve
Inn
Cosmo Herrera of I'ojnaque,
separated a year, saw the publication
gas, and goes to the stale university of her husband's second marriage in a
who has been in Sandoval county for at.
The
tonight.
pro
Albuquerque
Denver nanor. and swore In the
some time, It) in the city.
...
.
tlial the
fessor is inclined to beli
,,,,
Harry Lee, clerk of the federal average person and esp'i'inlly tiiei mi, vui.if.itib, niui .iiii ui,iiu,v.
is
who
to
he
motored
declared
Southern,
j
British,
court, and wife,
Albuquer-newspapers approach the subject of believed tin? year's
sulli- separation
Que yesterday for a few days visit
simplified spelling Willi ton much lev dent to constitute legal divorce, liolh
there.
ity. The aim of the board is not rad- wives were nurses.
Miss Esther Asplund of Little
or such as would
her two ical changes he says
Illinois, is visiting
the ctomology of the SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
brothers in this city, Theo. and R. F. foreverbutlose
he claims that, in a year or
word,
APPROVES TARIFF BILL.
Asplund.
can
two
be
gained- in tin- elementary
Kiladelfo 15aea of the office of the
education of children by the adoption
Washington, D. C July IS. Demosuperintendent of public instruction, of sanctioned simplified spelling,
that orals of the senate finance
commit-iteis spending a few days at the Taos
Is worth the effort.
it
met today and approved the macounty institute, at Taos.
jority report prepared by Chairman
Miss Silena Brown, a sister of Mrs.
Simmons on the tariff hill.
John Zook, who has been visiting here
,

SELIGIN

ADOLF

HATS

and

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

j
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,'

father,

Read)' Trimmed
At Less Than Cost
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i

riving on a special train tomorrow
about noon.
A letter today from Rev. 1!. 7..
tells of the deatli at Attum-wa- ,

PERSONALS
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FIVE

PAGE

MASON,
SEALFAST,

TO- -

.

Denver,

.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

51.85 St. Louis, . . : . 47.35
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45

-

OALIFORFIA
ee
ee
ye
0,00
P'3

LOS ANGELES,

Extra Jar

Caps, Rubbers, Etc., For
All Makes.

i
l

EXTRA

NICE CURRANTS

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

On

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

1913.

Cee

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

JELLY GLASSES

40.00

78.85 Atlantic Citv, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
31st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

SCHRAMM
We Also Have

Salt Lake, Ogden,

EC
MU.OD

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

BC
PV.OO

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

THE MODERN CROCERY CO.

uuuvri n rvnJnixnnnjixirinjvaniArf

For further particulars call on or address.

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M. 1
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Santa Fe
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Charles M. Stauffer

J. Wight Qlddlugs. ..
SUBSCRIPTION
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The Personal

THE VALLEY RANCH,

RENDERED

Service

BY THIS BANK

Will Be of Immense Value
to Any of Its Customers
Seeking Investments
Tne omcers or tnis Dante win oc pieasea at any time to advise customers regarding investments ana to furnish them with high grade securities combining safety with satisfactory Income return.
In touch with the financial and industrial situation as it is, and willing to give you the benefit of that knowledge when called
uponwould
It not be well to take advantage of that service?

ft Booklet Free on Request
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"All of Today's Nowo Today

1913.

JYK.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

RAT 18

M.OI

2T.

7m

President
.General Manager
Editor

-

-

TUESDAY, JULY 15,

RANCH,

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
-

NEW MEXICAN

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Catered as Socoad Clcsa Matter at tha Saate Fa eatorftc
.Publ!shjd Dally
The Santa Fa New Mexican..
. .Engllik Weekly
The New Mexican Review. . .
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano

Bronson M. Cutting.

H

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE

FIRST

NATIONAL
SURPLUS

CAPITAL,

flowers present a wealth of h y the county in which the road work
bewildering
beauty that flower gard vill be done, and this county in order
THIS WAY FOR A COOL. ICE
to secure their share must vote bonds
ens cannot always rival.
DR NKr-ALMCLEAR
The wild carrot no one cherishes, lor construction and maintenance of
PROFIT ON TH' LEMO.BUT II
Slid yet that lacy, beautiful flower it rends and bridges.
Good roads and
bears, called Queen Anne's lace has bridges will attract homeseekers, who
ONLY MAKE 2 CENTS PcKI
few rivals, even in the cultivated gard- new avoid this section. Aztec Demo-cat- .
BOTTLE ON THE
ens. The clustered joe pye weed,
P0P,T0P5Y!J
IY0U HAVE!
with its soft pink coloring, the golden
The Big Tax Question.
rod, rich with its feathery yellow,
The discussion of the big tax quesbiack eyed Susan, giving a brilliant
tion at the chamber of commerce
color to the brown field, the despised
'luesday brought out, as does every
yarrow, in its pure white cluster ot ve discussion of
public matters, tin
but-ti
the
and
the
cowslip
t;ny flowers,
need of a law that is just and
ciying
dainrcup nestling in the grass, the
onestly administered and one that
ty, perfectly shaped flower on the will
really and effectually equalize
chicory weed and the beautiful wild luxation.
all
road
the
side,
after, waving by
We believe that the fight for it
these are rarely beautiful fashionings
- should
begin now, and that the next
i of nature but we
regard them lightlyas they are only weeds." Added to legislature should be made to underTUESDAY
these is that rich colored bunch on stand that dilatory action will be toliir
no
Santa
New
Fe
c;ated
longer.
JULY. 15.
a
like
sumac
the
great
bush, looking
Mexican.
plumy pyramid, and in the woods
What the Santa Fe chamber of comshady and cool grow the dainty, exquisite lady's slipper and the grace- merce has been doing the business
THE BYSTANDER
ful, wide leaved wake robin and the men of Farmington have been doing
bending monk's hood. These we class and perhaps those of all the live towTis
SEES IT
free and of the state.
tis wild flowers, growing
without heed, but so too, was our love-1- )
We agree with the New Mexican
columbine, until we took it to our lhat the fight should begin now, and
Just A Wish.
gsrdens for cultivation and care, and Made so hot. that the next legislature
(Kdgar A. Guest in Detroit Free the rhododendron which we cherish will not dare to fail to meet the pubPress.)
I
always had a weakness for the flower- lic demand. This new state must have
do not want J. Pierpont's wad
ing weed that grows uncared for and a better tax system before it can propXor Rockefeller's roll;
unwatered, but by the rain, and feel erly develop its wonderful natural reWith less I'd be content to plod
that we do not quite regard it. as it sources. Then men who oppose a bet
And have an easy soul.
ter system are enemies of our state's
deserves.
really
I want no stocks of jeweled stuff
progress.
Farmington
My hands and tie adorning,
had enough
only wish
AMONG THE EDITORS.
To lie in bed some morning.

uadside

BANK OF

AND PROFITS,

SANTA FE

$250,000

OST

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
THE PRICE.

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

100.

Commenting favorably mini an editorial in the New Mexican a few days
since, on the water question, one of Santa Fe's oldest residents and most
citizens remarked thai there was but one thing he could add to the
suggestions made regarding the purity and adequate supply of water and that
was the price.
No one will deny lhat ;his is a most important adjunct to the whole
in the consideration
question and belongs in ,lie class with the others
of the whole matter.
It
This water question has aroused a remarkable amount of interest.
has become the main topic of conversation at the clubs and on the street.
as one ol those things
Everyone is interested and it has become recognized
that goes with the building up of our city.
o.one, our superb
When we advertise our climate, or health-givinrod and reel,
scenery, our inducements to the huntsman, the devotee to the
we
the seeker after the ancient and the wonderful, the opening for settlers,
per cent pure, of more than a neceswant to add also that we have water
of Santa Fe
sary supply and at a cost that is reasonable to every resident
to
it.
and the lands immediately adjacent
ownerIn the livelv discussion of this question, it is not a matter of
as it is of the results given
of
the
ownership,
the
is
that
personality
ship,
or personal.
by that ownership, be it municipal, corporative
in these three propositions the whole question is involved. (liven purity,
could be tensufficient quantity and moderate cost, we can offer all that
residents as fur as this particular subdered as an indtionment to would-binducement as far as our
ject is concerned, and it would be ais powerful
concerned.
invitation to additional immigration
our public
The average citizen cares little or nothing who may own
the management and
from
him
to
is
what
coming
is
he
if
utilities
getting
that interest him are the purity, tne supply aim me p.

the three things

r
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

1

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

1

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat.
Central Location.

4$

1

WOODfS STAGE LINE

ANNOUNCEMENT

Prom

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
BILLIARD

MONTEZUMA
Has Engaged

PARLORS,

at a Great Expense,

MARCUS
Son

CATTON,

the Famous

of

"BILLY" CATTON,

1

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

TAKES REVENGE

Best Cure.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

AS

I'd like an ocean trip, of course,

THAT FRANK

The Montezuma Hotel

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival
t
the north beund train and arrive al
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnlahed commercial man to take In
the aurroundlni town. Wire Embude
atatlon.

The best cure for the New MexiIN STRANGE WAY
But that 1 do not sigh for,
was abolished by congress, but
can who complains of the summer
Forty years ago the franking privilege
I'd like to own a saddle horse.
heat is a trip to the torrid regions
of course, it did not last.
But that 1 would not try for.
a little way I
east and south of us. Merely reading Wheeling, W. Va., July 15. Jilted
do not want the frill and fluff
In a few months after the door was closed; it was opened
EVERYONE WELCOME!
members the right
the daily papers should afford relief by her lover. Dessie Mclntyre, of
Those I'm scorning;
Of riches.
Then there was a little wider gap giving senators and
North Wheeling, a pretty eighteen-year-olthe
to
most
Katon
Record
through
persons.
Range.
of
the
Congressional
But I would like to have enough
to send public documents, copies
girl, secured an odd, but efPlease Pass It.
To lie in bed some morning.
mails if adorned by a signature "written by him."
fective revenge
on her rival, who mm
the
had
it
if
it
went
men
If
the
through
are
of
the
salt
earth, "stole" her lover, and on the faithless
Then open Hew the door and everything
a
of
in
lieu
postage
women
document
are
the sugar. lover at the same time.
undoubtedly
facsimile- of the member stamped on the
I do not want a vast estate.
Although 1
Salt is necessary sugar is a luxury. her act
to hire a butler;
stamp.
The
finally landed her in jail, the
price
men
men
become
stern
Vicious
outrageous.
are
has
system
of
the
abuse
franking
The
pretty young woman declared she had
in recent campaigns I do not want a fortune great,
are rock salt; nice men are table "evened
There is scarcely a voter who cannot recollect that or less vo'uminou
things up with both of them."
My dream of wealth is subtler,
more
maids
Old
or
are
brown
salt.
four
five,
sugar;
three,
Pire, Life, Accident
he has been the recipient of two,
I'd like that comfortable sense
'
i 1
matrons
j c..u.mu,
loaf
are
natured
good
sugar,
iv"-"'Ullfti rpoiwno
Htnown young business
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
man of this
That
comes, when day Is dawning
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc
.1
records
as
value
doubtful
public
.liiin.! ,i,v.ments but of very
To him who says: "Hang the excity, informed Miss Mclntyre that he
those who want a conpass the pulverized sugar.
please
The manner in which both the free sugar men and
could
not see her again, as he had bepense!
European Plan.
Willard Record.
the franking prmlege in fcie
REAL ESTATE
come engaged to another girl. By a
I'll stay in bed this morning!"
tinuance of the protective tariff have abused
At All Hours.
Meals
A Brief Recital.
of printed argument. ProuM
tons
to
carry
1
the postal department
ever
feel
Did
of
dint
that
ascerthe
you
way?
inquiry
from
jilted
freed
girl
can be
ig
A Bernalillo county man entertained
Elegant Rooms in Connecamounts to scandal and neither side of the controversy
It's
tained that the girl who had stolen
have, and I'll bet you have, too.
his wife and children the other day her lover's affections
City Property, Farms
tion, Steam Heat,
fellow
a
when
a
that
was
bed,
HenMiss
frankdandy place,
l,'aTccording to the last report of 1'ostmaster Genera! Burleson this
himself in their presence.
Electric
and
Baths.
by
hanging
nf
but
Lights
in
there's
Aikpn
feels
like
Ranches, Orchards
it,
staying
nH,mH ni,i ,at
millions of dollars, and has been a
call to get a move on "e rst offered to hang his wife who ac,.0B8 the river (rom thig city' ge.
ing privilege has cost, the government
that
everlasting
Land
written
been
Orants. Etc
has
much
so
PER
RATES:
which
50c and 75c
DAY. 1
declined the offer, he then put the
and you've got to heed it.
large factor in the postal deficit, regarding
curing permission from her parent,
1 San Franeisco Street
M
around
his
the
threw
neck
and
24
rope
"f
Miss Mclntyre had her hir cut off, and
senate- - should have
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, jg
other end over the limb of a tree in donning
There is no doubt that a member of congress and limitations should be
one of her brother's suits, g
How Loud and Long.
the
but
out
his
and
his
restrictions,
life.
under
mails
yard
strangled
RrM
she
vinitprl
the free use of the
Philain
They had a funny case up
His name was Iopez and he
wasj Aiken.
e,Wogni,ed hardship to force the postage payment on delphia the other day. A man had a drunk. Hillsboro Advocate.
reason
each
It was a case of love at first sight
no
voice
lifted
his
rooster
that
,s
there
but
Of All
Does It Quietly.
vervthmB mailed from Washington by members,
the part of the Bridgeport girl.
of garden seeds to a morning early and gave vent to Such
North Dakota is a progressive !on
why' everything should be franked, from a package
sounds as roosters will, lacking in state, but it makes no noise about it. Miss Mclntyre. masquerading as "Law-ranc- e
Telephone 194 W., Room
Dessing, ' was a devoted, lover,
afThe recent investigations have developed a condition that is intolerable, rythm and melody and outdoing rag- Tt is RpfHprt nn mninlv hv fTpmisinti
For Repairing of All Kinds
in
which
with
flow
time
the incessant
of this abuse.
In Metal and Wood
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
Swedes, Norwegians and Danes. For a!nd every ni8ht fo,)nd "Lawrence
and a curtailment should be made at once in the direction
Ailten-stateit issues from the bird's untuned
years it has led all other si"g at the home of Mis8
Uist Sun(ia" n'Kht, while "Dessing"
throat.
GUNS, BICYCLE,
in the per capita amount of
. NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE
mad and went to money expended for public schools and Miss Aiken were sitting on the
The
TRV THE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL
got
neighbors
KEY
LOCK,
and
what
Did you read
court about it to get an injunction and in the sums devoted to good front Prcn of the latter"s home,
Uncle Sam, farmer, is certainly not up to his job.
MACHINERY
other day
SPECIALTIES
to
the man and the rooster which
the department of agriculture had to say on this point the
Incidentally, it mav be men- - Idleton appeared and demanded
against
acre world yield ol would prohibit the latter from
In and year out, it know why another had usurped his
tioned
lifting
315
Taking as the basis of comparison the average per
that,
year
San
Francisco
St., Phone 109 J
plain, staple crops; cotton his voice at daybreak and disturbing adds more per capita to the wealth place. Miss Aiken angrily dismissed
wheat, oats, rve. barley, corn and potatoes-t- he
of
call
roll
he
enough-tPendleton and orded him never to call
the slumbers of those who were of the nation than any other state.
couldn't be included because It isn't grown widely
own in efficiency of farm- - not
on her again. She then confessed her
EUGENE NADEAuTpROPRIETOR,
Urn nations showed 16 countries ahead of our
yet through. They got the In- Clovis Journal.
love to her companion, the psuedo
but the rooster pays no atThe Best Crop.
junction,
Former Master Mechanic
Uncle Sam's batting tention to it. He
After all, the best crop raised in "Dessing." Miss Mclntyre, dressed in
just crows on. He
Using the index figure 100 to indicate the average.
Sacramento Shaft, Biabee. Arizona,
with the following: Hun-gar- has no more
for the orders of this country is children, which sug- - a gown o tne latest mode, last night
only 108, contrasted, to his shame,
regard
Can-adTl3; Austria. 120; France. 123; Norway. 128; Sweden, Chile and
the court than he has for the feelings gests the thought that while not for met Miss Aiken in this city. Before
Denmark, 16S. of the
each 136; Japan. 157; Egypt. 10,1; New Zealand. 167;
neighbors whoso slumbers his a moment would one discount
the miss Aiken could speak the North
221.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
raucous voice disturbs.
value
of improving the breed of Wheeling girl told her how she had re169; little Belgium, crowded to the gunwales,
in
richness
us
on
Department of the Interior,
At the beginning none of these countries had anything
will be the next move remains hogs, horses and cattle, nor find fault venged herself.
What
to
farm
centuries
with the money devoted to improving
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, IT. M.
In a moment the girls were fighting
of soil. But while they have been learning through the
American. do you to be seen. Disobeyment of an Injunc uie
or grains, very much a and were separated by the police.
with their minds as well as with their hands how many
June 27, 1913.
Is
cause
not
for
tion
death
quaiuy
sentence,
in the Red River valley
sunnose have been doing as John Smith did up
Notice is hereby given that Elizabut the wrath of the neighbors hasjtention 0l,slit to be given to promote Both were discharged from court this
the
in
Chicago
A
writer
name'
that wasn't his real
Norm nakota-xu- ily
proven to be in many a case hereto ine neaitn and weltare of children. morning with a reprimand
beth W. Probert, widow of William
Record-Heralvouches for the story:
fore where chickens are concerned. It is a melancholy fact that thousands
red
conside
was
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith
wheat
the
yield
there
settled
of
little
when
John
children
die
beSt,
ago,
every year
Here is a case where a man can kill
Thirty years
to .10 bushels an acre. As for the rich two birds with one
cause not enough intelligent attention STEALS HARNESS
N. T., who, on January
Schenectedy,
roosUpon the correct answer to thl
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Summer Hints to
Mothers Who 'Care'

the members of the Clovis Woman's
club occupied seats on the platform
with the speakers, readers, the baud
and the choir.
Professor Croft led the choir music
in the singing of the popular and appropriate songs for the occasion, the
"
Land blayed "The Star Spangled
and "America" and the reading
Ly Miss Veta Hills and Miss Maybelle
Davis, and the talks by Reverend
of the Presbyterian, Uev.
.Moore,
of the Haptist, and Rev. Evans,
or the Methodist churches, added to
the length and interest of the program. There was quite a crowd on
the streets. The Johnson band did itself proud, and is to be congratulated
for its public spirit so manifested.
1 here was no charge made by the
band for their contribution to this
of the club. Mrs. S. C, Nutter
hud cluii'ge of the program, as presf-c.en- t
of the club. Clovis Journal.

That Wonderful Event fraternal societies
I

time above all times when a
he in perfect physical condition
it is the time previous to the corning of her babe

Ban-in.r-

of

Seasonable Advice on the Health
Children in Hot Weather.
It is well that mothers be advised
the children during
rot to over-feethe hot months. No one requires as
much food in summer as in winter.
Feed the children the lighter and
more easily digested foods. See that
the milk is cool and kept away from
flies.
Be careful that the fruit is
ripe, and if the child begins to scratch
the skin, indicating too mucn acid in
the blood, deprive it of fruit for several days.
It is quite natural that tinder these
conditions there will be some digestive disturbances, such as constipation, and constipation, and Mrs. John Wal
indigestion or summer diarrhoea. It lace, Scottsville, Ky., who finds it val
may be accompanied by a cold or by
of the skin. The timelv uable to herself as well as her chileruptions
are never without it, keeping it
remedy, and one which you can relj dren,
en for results, is a small dose of Df for just such emergencies. You also
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin on retiring can obtain a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
H h
mnr--.
hiwoiu win mnwisyrup pepsin ai nny cents or one
Families
and the trouble will vanish. The ex- dollar of any druggist.
once use this pleasant-tastinceptional tonic ingredients in this which
catharremedy will tone the stomach and en- laxative forever after discard
rich the blood, and tne child will feel tics, purgatives, salts and pills.
Families wishing to try a free samits usual self again.
Many families, like that of Mr. Wil- ple bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
liam Weber, 29 Edwin Place, Buffalo, addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418
N. V., who uses it for foul breath Washington St., Monticello, 111.
d

f:

A

Purinfl this period many women suffer from headache,
sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite,
.nd a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in
justice to the new hie about to be ushered Into this world.

SlBltli

"

dr. Pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
Is a scientific medicine carefully compounded hy an experienced and skillful
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman's delicate
system. It has beun recommended for over forty years as a remedy for those
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"
period. Motherhood is made easier by its use. Thousands of women have
been benefited by this great medicine.
Your drusgist can supply you in liquid or tablet form, or yon can send
50
t
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriotion
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at invalids' Hold and Surgical Institute, Buffalo.
Is your priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
given free of charge. Of course all communications are confidential.

pro-gia-

SEsi

car-San- ta

rail-No-

was a woman evidently of literary and to let go his hold.
'refined (antes, for among the articles! Employes at the Junction saw his
missed was four pair of stocking, a $20 plight, but were unable to help him,
.bird of paradise plume, dainty uudcr-jwear- , the next telegraph station being here,
a ladies' basket pillow slips and i'fhey ran after the train, expecting
minute to see Tipple's hold
sheets. Last but not least was a. book. every
I
N.
15.
M., July
rokeii, but nearly a mile from the sta- Albuquerque,
"West ward Ho."
lion the train disappeared around the
Spirited bidding featured tile sale yesDetectives assigned to iho case are
cure, with Tipple still clinging to the
terday of the Sunshine creamery to looking for a woman about
years rail.
the Crystal Creamery company of Las iof
age whom they hope to find read-linUp the track a mile is Stokesdale,
egas, E. E. Russel, representing
"Westward Ho," and sporting a a
flag station. The dragged and bleedthat concern, bidding $0050, consid- ibird of
no
paradise plume. They have
ing veteran hoped that the train would
ered the highest and best bid. The
description of the stocking,
except, slop there. His heart sank as the tarln
Sunshine was sold at public auction
jthey were silk. The missing articles sped through unllagged, and two more
ly P. F. McCanna, special master, are valued at $08.
weary miles were ahead of him. Tipple
ft llowiug foreclosure on a mortgage
clung to the rail with a death grip till
by the Stale National bank. To
an iron bridge was approached
a
n et the mortgage J. B. llerndou, rep-- VETERAN DRAGGED
of a mile from this station,
quarter
CC
resenting the State National, started
RV
Mlf
lie knew if he clung any longer the
i a www mi TRAIN
i
an offer of
off the bidding with
R.
K.
girders would not only break his hold.
of
$o."00.
Putney,
Albuquerque,
Wellsboro, Pa JJuly 1:, -- Clifford but likely his neck. He let go and at
E. E. Russell, of Las Vegas, and Rob-the clay has added much to the value t i t Graham,
Canned Indian Music.
of Roswell. became active Tipple, a civil war veteran. has just the same time threw himself as fai'
A sample of this clay
Uncle Sam is now "canning" the of the yard.
bidders for the nronertv
mid bids survived a more terriuie experience clear oi mo iraCK as lie could and roll- music of the Indians. Recognizing the vas sent to an eastern brick factory, jumped upwards $300 and $1000 atifha" lle lmd ever face'1 nni,H in the ed down the hank to safety.
interest that the quaint songs of the where it was made into bricks and a bid. .Mr. Russell, of the Crystal jarm'fast disappearing red men will have ifl Lurned. The results were even bet-- ! ceamerv put in a bid of $0050 The
'l,st returned from the Gettsburg jThe difference between "The Summer
i than had been expected, and imGirl" and "The Surrrner Woman."
other years, the government is having
Willslioro Junction
sounded the first, sec- - camu' llfi w('nt
srecial
master
While the former is having a "good
oil for her home,
o:j much as possible of the music re- mediately upon receipt of the favor- oi.d and third and last call for bids ,0 HP"
Slighter
The records able report, the clay bank was uncov and the
corded by phonographs.
train Parted unexpectedly, and he time" the latter is too often dragging
creamery went to Mr. Rus- T1"'
was 0,1'y al)Ie 10 Krttb a hdrail of around nervous, run down, tired out,
will be preserved for all time. Thur-lo- ered and has been used in all the brick sell for $0050, he
tendering $1000
back and weary limbs,
Lieurance recently undertook to sir.ee that time. Maxwell Mail.
M,e ,),.!
it is itIie last coat;n. ""seen by trainmen or with aching
immediately to nl
Often it is
condition sleepless and wretched.
secure the music that can he made
understood that Mr. Rusell, who is 'passengers. His crippled
Hear More Soon.
made it. impossible for him to swing kidney trouble not female trouble atid
with the instruments of the Indians at
will
A party of capitalists from Plain- - mi experienced creamery man,
to the lower step and he Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
his
Tfos. Questa Gazette.
continue to operate the Sunshine vas feet tip
The
dragged
nearly all the way here, positive held for the condition.
'
'
.
.
.
In fact the
without any intermission
.,
"
a
of
distance
three miles, not daring Capital Pharmacy.
Pillow.
Under
$1030
13514,
never
to
ceased
has
operate
cieamery
meets second TuesEdwin J. Keough, who has been trip from that place taking in Pecos since it was taken over by Mr. MeEncino
and
points, Vaughn,
day each month, soCf.nna, the special master. The bidpiospecting here several days, left valley
cial meeting third
GET 'EM WHILE
the city Sunday morning for El Paso thence to Santa Fe, returning this ding that marked the sale on the block THE FINISH OF RENO, NEVADA. AS A
left here on the return
Tuesday at Fire- ni,d forgot $1030 in travelers' checks v.ay. They
from
resulted
the
splendid
yesterday
The party
man's Hall. Visit- under the pillow of his bed in the Car-su- trip to Plainview today.
YOU WAIT" DIVORCE
COLONY.
financial showing that the creamfSy
A. Brown, Clint
ing neighbors welcome.
In Kl Paso the forgetful one re- consisted of John
has made since the special master asA. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
membered his cash and wired to the Shepherd, Mr. Mc.Farland and Mr. stiined charge of its affairs, following
A. E. P. ROBINSON. Clerk.
hotel. Mrs. W. O. Mangum, the host-ff-s- Leckhani. In an interview with a rep- the retirement of E. E. Van Horn, the
NEW LAW PUTS AN END TO DIVOPCE TOWN HEREAFTER
THOSE
found resentative of this paper Mr. Brown criginal promoter of the
went up to the room-an- d
enterprise,
F. W. FARMER
and associates had
WHO WANT TO CUT MATRIMONIAL BONDS MUST STAY WHOLE
fie money undisturbed.
Monday the stated that himself
It is said that Judge Abbott in Santa
Homestead
No,
ranch with 150,000
YEAR IN DESERT TOWN INSTEAD OF SIX MONTHS.
checks were sent to Mr. Keough bought a stock
Fe, because of the absence from the
2879, BrotherhIn
bank.
State
of J"de
through the First
Ml be askood of AmeriMrs Mangum received $100 for and Santa Fe, but said that their deal ed to sign the necessary papers which
can Yoemen.
had not progressed to a point where!
her honesty. Deming Graphic.
Mr.
Russell
vill
and
give
possession
second
he wished to state the precise location
Meets
of
the
without
creamery
s
and fourth
cf the ranch. He said, however, that ownership
Tunnel
Deep
Through Baldy.
and that litlay.
were
their
matured
of
the
plans
Manager W, T. Mclntyre, of the
The Sunshine property consists of a
month
the
they would stock the ranch with cattle
munber of fine milch cows, splendifl
Weep Tunnel Mining and Milling com- and horses, and that we would
Fireman's Hall.
hearj
WednesRaton
pany, passed through
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
more of their enterprise soon.-ci- a -- Estan- equipment and ideal markets, together
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
with the best of milk and cream
day en route to points in the east on
insources. It is believed that in the
itr absence of several weeks in the
I irltro
finntn
terests of the company. Work on the
l ands of a
competent creamery man
Hit by 2,200 Volts.
No. 2, Knights of
the enterprise will develop and becompany's tunnel, which eventually
There was a serious and nearly fatal come one of
will extend entirely
through Baldy
meets
the most important Indus
word accident
mountain from the east slope to the accident, although the
every Second and
U,B
a,m HlHlK'
not
occur-,1"- "
the
does
describe
exactly
has
v est side, facing Elizabethtown,
Fourth Friday of
foolishness is a better word.
teeu progressing Bteadily during the rence, afternoon. Mott's
the month at 8
If a substitute is offered you for
well drilliSunday
o'clock p. m.
Recently, the
p; st winter and spring.
means
a
it
was
from
Pills,
the
cheapdriven
Foley
Kidney
being
rig
rear approach of the head of the tun- ing
In
K.
Meeting
water company's well where it lias er medicine is pressed upon you for
nel to the heart of the mountain has been at work, to F. R. Coon's farm the dealer's profit, not for yours.
of P.
Hall over
Kaune's store.
brought to light a small but rich vein east of town. It had to pass under Foley Kidney Pills may cost the dealcf the precious ore that increases in the electric line, and a portion of the er more than a cheap substitute, but
All
vidth as the tunnel progresses, with rig was too high. Below the electric they give better results than any othKnights are most
a heavy mineralization all about.
cordially invited.
lines, on the same poles, is the tele- er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
A. P. HILL, C. C.
Katon Range.
phone wire. Felix Garrett, a young for Foley Kidney Pills. The Capital
A RE1NGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
man who had been working with the Pharmacy.
. ...
New Brand Of Clay.
drilling rig, climbed up on the rig to
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Brick making has started in earnest lift the telephone line,
which was
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
tit the plant of the Maxwell Lumber (tightly stretched, so the rig could go SEEK WOMAN OF
on the first Thursday of each
meeting
company and a brick of superior qual- under it. Price Garrett, who was
LITERARV BENT
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
ity is being produced. Improved ma- driving the rig, started it up, and it
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
the electric
chinery and a change in the process came in contact with
i come.
Detroit, July 15. Feminine
finery
has worked wonders in the results.
light wires, which were carrying 2,200 was missing
from the home of WilBENITO ALA RID, President.
No bricks have been burned yet, but volts, and it went through the younger
liam H. Miller, when he and his wife
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
K0.00O are now ready in the yard and Garrett, shocking him so that he was
returned from a vacation recently, it
will be burned thiB month.
Of this knocked to the ground and burning was
ODD FELLOWS,
reported to the police Wednesday.
on
Hand
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side,
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severely
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wonder
the new process, and are pronounced and leg.
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Dr. L. K. Warren
This discovery of a new brand of
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the doctor was on his way to attend To the Merit of LydiaE. Pink
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City Attorney.
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of Life.
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J.H. out punch.
'
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law
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divorce
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that
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It
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he
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it the only physician at
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the
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Corey,
'Change
had to wait until Dr. J. R. Gilbert E. Pinkham's
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law.
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have taken
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and
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R. M. Buddington,
known as the
tiielr holiday outing in time to be ommend it to young girls and to women
After her divorce from Scott Hollis
.
present, and It was a success from of all ages." Mrs. C. Barme, 3052 McKim, the New York Beuu Brum-mel- , father of the divorce colony, although Rooms 18-Laughlin Bldg-- Calls
she was married in London to p. millionaire, got a job selling tickets promply attended day or night.
every standpoint. Just before the con- 25th St, San Francisco, Cal.
ir a motion picture house, in order to
clusion of the program, and while Rev.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's Alfred Vanderbilt.
W. R. Evans was talking, the fiTe Vegetable Compound, made from roots
Edna Goodrich, the actress, got her testify that he really was in Reno in 9 to II a. m., 2 to 4 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m
for hours.
decree in Reno, and immediately mar- feood faith and had regular employa'arjn scattered the crowd and the and herbs, is unparalelled.
It will not pay you to waste your
meeting was im maturely brought to an If yon want special advice write to ried Nat Goodwin. Virginia Harned ment.
s
time writing out your legal forms
end.
These are only a few of the
obtained her divorce
Lydia E. Flnknam Medicine Co. (conn, Sothern also
who have helped make the Ne- when you can get them already printThe platform was built In front of dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will here and immediately married again.
tie First National bank, the band ap- - be opened, read and answered by a Mrs. Florence Jenkins, considered the vada city a "get 'em while wait" di- ed at the New Mexican Printing com
paov.
peared in their full dress uniform and woman and held la strict coafldence. oost beautiful woman in Baltimore, vorce court.

LAS VEGAS MAN
BUYS SUNSHINE
CREAMERY

ad-da-

P- -

g

NEWS OF THE STATE

'warns

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
FOR RENT Furnished or unw
Regular communi- Lished rooms. Call at New State Cafe
cation first Monday
of each month at
ROOMS FOR MKN Newly furnish- Masonic
Hail
lea, light and airy, shower bath, use of
7: SO.
library. Mrs. A. K. P. Robinson, corner
C. it. fAlL, VV. Al.
r: rant nnrl TnllllKftll
Phone 270 J.
CHAS. E. LI NNEY, Secretary.
For Sale A senile reliable family
Santa Fe Chapter No 'horse with harness and two seated
1, R. A. M.
Regular rig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
convocation
second
new brick
FOR RENT Beautiful
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at house, modern, 8 rooms, bath, range,
7:;i0 p. m.
.shades, nice yard, garage, finest locaJ. A. MASSIE,
tion, southeast corner of capitol. Opo.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Kinsell.
Secretary.
WANTED Railroad
bridge
.
Fe Commander? renters. Mexican laborers for
1, K. T.
Regular road work. All kinds of help wanted
conclave fourth Mon-uny
furnished.
Call, phone, or
in each month at,ress Livesay and Caldwell, second
Masonic Hall at 7:30 liiour. Capital City Bank building.
m.
Phone 52 .1.
.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusteo ana repaired. New
Santa Fe Lodge of Per--! platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-de-fection No. 1, 14th
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcangei
gree. Ancient and Ac- - land tented. Standard makes bandied
cepted Scottish Rite of All repair work and typewriters guar
Free Masonry meets onlanteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- the third Monday of each month at change, Phone 231 W.
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New .
A GREAT MONEY MAKBR
Cathedral.
Scottish Rite
Visiting
FOR AGENTS.
Masons are cordially invited to attend.!
The greatest chance ever offered to
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master, hustlers for making money fast. One
can be sold in almost every home. At
CHAS. A. WREELON, Secy.
glance everybody gets a desire to
'have one. The price of this very use- B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo if"' tool is so low that every family
460, B. P. O. K. iri,n altord to buy one. The Home,
Colo.
1U regular Novelty Co., Antonito,
holds
eision on the secfourth! RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
ond
and
overlook the grave fact that
Wednesday cf each
month.
VI itinii rheumatism easily "settles in the
brothers are Invit-- heart," and disturbs the valvular netion. The cure consists in removing
ed and welcome.
i,n(1
Foley Kidney Pills so tone
EDWARD P DAVIES
" uml strengthen the kidneys that
Exalted Ruler
C H WILSON t'1,,y keep the blood free of poisons
ana uric ncm crysiais, inai cause
Secretary,
rheumatism, swollen joints, backache,
urinary irregularities and disturbed
Santa Fe
A jheart action. Try them. The Capital
M. w
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should
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rnarmacy.

It will not pay you to waste your
your legal formsi
v. hen you can get them
already printer' at the New Mexican I'rinting

time wrting out

j

,

1

Work for the New Mexican. It IS
working for you, for Santa Fe and
'tlio n ti ir ut'ito

Rolds,

jam

Mon-day-

at

News-Heral-

Pythias

1
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Appell'5
South

African
Water
Bag

fol

BwaM

WUfflSS

MTfrlfffl

efficient
Guaranteed 100
take no tubttitute
Will positively keep woteicool
for 48 hours in the shade or
sun. Constructed on a simple
scientific principle. Will withstand the severest kind of field
use. Is a boon to the stock-

man, surveyor, miner, farmer,
prospector and traveler. Is
used by the U. S. Gov't. Is
durable light sanitary and
convenient to carry.
FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon

THREE WOMEN

TESTIFY

For

Camp,
Picnic

17-1-

fe

"I

Summer

Home

s

"I

Jeffries-John-se-

n

GUNTER, M.

y

66

GO

99

it

19

office hotteb;

hun-c'red-

"There's a Reason"

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and

eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10
No. 10

p.

m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and er.os Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, slso No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAR
i.TananaatffiiB

TUESDAY, JULY

lins, of Santa Fe, Thomas B. Catron
of Santa Ke, each holding 20 pharos,
land Arthur Seliginan of Santa Fe,

OFFICIAL.

OFFICIAL.

15,

1913.

of the road board and
by the signature of the county clerk, and are addressed to the
holding 111 shares.
treasurer of Dona Ana county. You
Embroidery Floss in White
spy that upon presentation to that of-- f
and
Colors, both in Silk and CotEncampment Tomorrow.
cer payment was refused. You fur-t-i
ton; also Crochet Cotton, D. M.
The 1'li'Hl.
Hand
and
er say that payment of other like
Kcgimmt
C, Royal Society, and Princess
'Company H of the New Mexico Mil
warrants has been refused for the reaTO
Stamped Linen, Art Center,
will
Sill1
in
he
at
Aufo Delivery Every Hour !
leave
morning
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
son noted upon some of them that the
pieces, Scarfs, etc.
for La my, where ihe local contingent
Pf.cretary-treasure- r
cannot
draw
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will join a special train conveying
funds.
tlio otlief companies of the guard to
will buy, try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
You ask me to advise your board
Camp McDonald near I.ns Vegas,
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unvhether these warrants are properly
where a ten days' encampment will be
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
drawn, and if not, in what respect they
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Adjutant General Brookes and
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
THE GOVERNOR, THE held.
HE ANSWERS
ANA COUNTY
BOARD AND tire defective, and if there Is any good
U
L.
Norman
and
Adjutant
jOiptain
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
reason for the treasurer of the counTHE iKing will also leave tomorrow.
Col.
AND
No iiinount of
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
DISAGREE
COUNTY
TREASURER
ourselves.
ty to refuse payment.
10.
C. Abbott, and Captain James L.
and inappropriate, red brick construcI
to
am
a
loss
know
at
reason
AN!)
SECRETARY OF STATE,
.SAYS :Seligmaii left yesterday by auto for
ON
INTERPRETATION
OF LAW,
any
tion can injure our climate. That is
the camp. Col. Abbott leaves tonight
vliy the treasurer should refuse to ours now and for always.
Ilul
the
IF
THEY
GO
TO
COURT
MUST
THEY
ASKED
N()-IS
AND
No. 4
for Albuquerque and will take com- pay these warrants. The statute cre other an indlvidimlily, which is equali
UPIPU
ating your board in Section V thereof led by no other city of equal hI.ii In
KIRHWAY !mam'of the ePPcial train there which
T(l piiy CTJTC
FOR OPINION.
will take the militia to the camp.
I.nts under the supervision and direc-t'o- this whole broad continent
that Is
of the county road board the ex- now Imperilled by a misdirected wave
BONDS.
New Doctors in New Mexico.
is
which
penditure of all funds for road and of cheap modernization
The state board or health and medi- SHALL TREASURER OR
L'ldge purposes and declares that the sweeping over the cily. Every old
' methods for
cal examiners closed u two days' sesmaking such expendi- adobe that iu torn down to make
NOT GOVERNED BY
ROAD BOARD HOLD FUNDS? tures and acoounting thereof shall be room for a modern brick cottage Is
sion today at the senate chamber of
Mr.
the same as those now or hereafter re- another blow at your income,
THREE-TO-ON- E
MAJORITY the capitol by examining six Candida les for physicians licenses in the
quired by law in the case of expendi- Property Owner. Every ancient street
in
fund
the
Should
road and bridge
tures made by the boards o county you widen has detracted so much from
state. The names of those taking the
euch county be transferred to the commissioners."
These warrants ap- - Santa Fe's charm.
Below is given the next chapter. examination are C. S. Harper, George
travel?
To see
board, or I ear to have been drawn In the same
Why do people
There are probably several chapters Hayes, C. N. Trailer. E. A. Lines, S. T. treasurer ofbe the county road
nre
the
with?
should
familiar
with
it
left
county
something
they
manner
of
drawn
as
warrants
O.
order
and
Bctts
Five
Tnornton.
F.
of
the
by
tone
of
the
to come, judging from the
t. easurer, on whom warrants should a board of county commissioners, and Never! They travel to see something
The
below.
communication
story seven members of the board were
new. Well, what is there new In a
concerns the investment of the per- riesent, Drs. G. V. Hackney and Gerb-e- i lr. drawn by the county road board? I can see no reason why payment
of pretty little
bricks.
being absent. Since the last meet- Such is a question that has been re should be refused any more than city
manent school fund. A synopslB of
Even a
climate
the preceding chapters relates how ing of the board, licenses to practice Cferred to Attorney General F. W. sl'ould payment of warrants drawn by save such a town. But an cannot
adobe
as provided ny law, tne governor, me riedicine in New .Mexico have been lancy. His reply will be of interest order of the county commissioners, town A Mud Town is a different
the
iu
board
road
ir.bued
which
has
statement
to
county
of
"he
every
the
of
candidates
you say
everyone
attorney general, the secretary
Leen made as to some warrants that matter. Tourists win come to see
state and the state treasurer met to who took the examination three ctiita ot,,l la ntiran
M
r
N.
Santa Fe,
canot draw that and coming to see means stop-- f
the secretary-treasureJuly 12, li)13.
award the permanent school fund to months ago. These new doctors were
to spend. And what we need is
Such a ping
funds, has no application.
the highest bidders among some thir- - A W. Daggett, P. A. Soelberg, H. A. Mr. Francis E. Lester,
outside capital.
admits
Everybody
r
the
be
W.
reason
made
ap-of
C.
state.
E.
Secretary-Treasureof
C.
Three
h.
the
banks
O.
the
of
Miller,
might
equally
Sweek,
Wills,
ty
County
that. Well, let us attract it instead
in
to
a
M.
and
banlis
S.
warrant
the
dieable
four voted against the
Road Hoard,
signed by
Rail, J.
Wilmer, J.
Herlihy, W.
of driving it. away.
chairman of the board of county comfavor of the investment of the school 12. Stapp, ,T, F. McPherson, S. IS.
Mesilla Park, N. M.
If these sentiments ane not yours
missioners and the county clerk, apd come and
and H. C. Blair.
Dear Sir:
money in the bonds of the state high-- !
tell everybody why, to- to
clerk.
the
Will File Complaint.
way commission, at 4 per cent for two
county
I have before me your letter of the payable
night. You may ljave a thing or two
I
reasons, first because the highway
view
have heretofore taken the
Information has been received by !0th inst., which you handed to uie at
tucked up your sleeve also. At least
bonds could not be sold at par on ac-- I ihe members of the state
the office of the state engineer. Ordi- that the road funds Bhould remain in you have the inalienable right of
corporation
count of the low rate of interest and commission
that the Postal Telegraph narily I feel compelled to refuse to the hands of Ihe comity treasurer and
American citizen to kick. Come
second because
they claimed the company intends to file before the give advice to any county oncers as that the road board should draw war- then and If you cannot do anything
greatest good to the greatest, number New Mexico commission a complaint under the law the district
as
the
it
county bette- rjust
attorneys rants against
in the
would come from Investing
the low rates which the Moun- are the legal advisers and are entirely commissioners draw warrants and as
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
road bonds as it would make but lit- r.gainst
tain States Telephone company allows hi dependent of the attorney general. these warrants now under considerafor you, for Santa Fe and
tle difference to the school fund, and
working
some-v.ha- t
I
am
have
been
tion
but
wrawn,
the Western Union on phoned mes- In the present case, however, I undernew state.
the
would greatly aid the cause of good
view
which
with
the
impressed
and also the discrimination stand that your district attorney has
roads. However it happens that the sages
has been recently urged upon me that
one who voted against investing in fliown by the telephone company in uiready given an opinion substantially the
general intent of the legislature
the highway bonds was State Treas- always calling up the Western I'nion in accord with my own view and as shown
by the act creating the coun
urer O. N. llarron, in whose posses- when any one asks central for a con- tl.erefore I write this letter, a carbon
may have been that
- ty road boards
with
nection
a
office.
disI
which
will
to
of
send
the
telegraph
copy
now
sion the money of the schools
is,
the road and bridge fund should be
his
information.
for
trict
attorney
and its drawing better than five per
Everything In Hardware.
transferred from the county treasurer
NOTICE.
cent ,he says. He says more in the
In your letter you say that at a regto the secretary-treasure- r
of the road
He has
communication.
I have this day sold my stock
of
road
ular
appended
of
your county
meeting
not so there seem to
the funds and he is going to keep general merchandise at No. 304 San board on July 7, 1913, there were pre- board. If this is
be no reason whatever for requiring
them, and it will take a court order, Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzki sented two bills iu favor of yourself
the secretary-treasure- r
of the road i
. , fo
or words to that effect, to ever in- who will conduct the business in fu- as secretary-treasure- r
of the board,
to give a bond. As to this I
vest the school money in any four ture.
to." $3.C5 and $28.85 respectively. Upon brard
not yet prepared to give a final
per cent bonds. But Mr. Marron does (Signed) MRS,.,JENNIE- - L.OWITZK1. order of the board warrants for the cm
and I speak of it at this time
opinion
not mince matters, so read what he
BUSwere
drawn and
payment of these bills
to
show that I am not at pres-merely
for
Work
for
says
the New Mexican, It Is you enclose them for my information.
yourself:
cut entirely satisfied with the posi-July 12, 1013.
working for you, for Santa Fe and They are numbered 125 and 131, and
Hon. William C. McDonald. Governor the new state.
rre signed by the chairman and secre tjon I have heretofore taken, and that! S3IT1C StSITS 3S
I may feel compelled to change it U
of New Mexico.
I become convinced that I have been
I,
Hon. Antonio Lucero, Secretary of
mistaken.
State.
NAUAL BATTLES IN AN ARMORY, TO TEACH I return the two warrants here- i
c
Hon. Frank W. Clancy, Attorney
NAVAL MILITIA LADS HOW TO
BABV
General.
Yours very truly,
Dear Sirs I am in receipt of your
GLIDE OVER FLOOR
FRANK W. CLANCY,
of the 10th inst., in which you
letter
W. Q. SARGENT,
Attorney General.
I INSTEAD OF WATER.
state that "we decline to pass upon
the question as to whether the bank
W. H. MENDENHALL,
securities are unsafe or not." As It is
MEETING TONIGHT
no part of our duty to do so, nor have
enAT OLD PALACE
to
us
demand
of
that
you any right
we snoum pass on that question, esDe
be
in
remodelled
the Spanish style and
The
Vargas will
pecially after we have united in reThe meeting tonight at the govern
jecting the bids of the banks for the
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
or's Palace is to bring the architects,
avowed purpose of investing the funds
contractors and builders of the city
papered. Many private baths and all the comIn the "state highway bonds,"
and
into touch with the chamber of comfirst-claalso
that
cannot
find
a
of
hotel.
you
forts
any provimerce' New-OlSanta Fe committee.
sion of law giving me, as state treasAs has been repeatedly stated in the
apinurer, any authority to make any
New Mexican, this movement alone
vestment of this (permanent school)
can rescue Santa Fe from mediocrity.
fund, except as directed by you as a
This is a question of individuality
board."
and its preservation. Every man who
I cannot and do not agree with
attempts to rob Santa Fe of this inyour construction of the law, and in- dividuality is stealing from your
asmuch as these funds are now, and
pocketbook actual dollars and cents
have been since their receipt several
and every man who aids in the presyears ago, invested in such manner
ervation of this priceless individualias will satisfy the provisions of joint
ty is giving you dollars and cents.
resolution No. 14, of the second sesThere is no doubt about this.
sion of the state legislature of 1912,
Consider for a moment this fact.
and are returning in interest sub
Sofa Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Santa Fe is not and probably never
Always
5
stantially over per cent, I deem it
will be a great agricultural,
mining
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages would be an infraction of my duty as
ALFALFA SEED.
or industrial center. Wherein
then FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
such state treasurer to withdraw these j
lies the hope of any future for the
funds and invest them tn fha atata
Fe
Driver, Celso Ortiz.
The only exclusive grain house in
city. The answer is near at hand. In
highway bonds as desired by you, beher wonderful climate and her unique
a
which
would return
ing
security
Courteous and Prompt Treattourist attractions. One of these,
only 4 per cent and under the circummost fortunately, we cannot take from ment Accorded All.
I most respectfully decline to
Phone Black stances
Phone Black
invest these funds as attempted to be
directed by you unless I am directed
so to do by a proper judgment of the

F. ANDREWS

REPLIES

MARRON

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Best Assorted Line ot

d tested

THE DIFFICULTIES OF

SCHOOL R'ND

COUNTY ROAD

I

LETTER

BOARDS

MISS A. MUGLER

ATTORNEY-GENERA-

Phone

ANDREWS

Phone

ATTORNEY-GENERA-

L

God-give-

'

We have an expert
Plumber to attend to
your plumbing promptly and at a reasonable
price. Phone Main 83

Santa Fe Hardware

&

I

j
j

j

j

Supply Co.

RAISE

$300

To raise this quickly
for new desks, paint
n g, decorati n g, etc
r
the new premises of
the SANTA FE

It was The Palace Hotel,

it is nsrow
THE DE VARGAS

1

INESS COLLEGE(the

ClflV
rdl
pnULUgrdpilCr,
the cash fee for a life
kiiuiaruip lur nuri- -

rr

FIGHT:

hand.BlindhandType- 'writing, Spelling and
Punctuation and Pen
manship will be $95
instead of $150, if
rolled before the 17th

BATTLESHIPS

Proprietor.

Business Manager.

inst.,next Thursday.

ss

These much reduced
terms offered to the

d

first three suitable

WHOLESALE

plicants only. Book
keeping $75 instead of
$100. No books to buy
to those who enroll
within 7 days.

RETAIL

AND

i

HACK No. O.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

at the Plaza,

i

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

court.

(BARGAINS IN CITY PROPERTY

Very respectfully,
O. N. MARRON,

KM

State Treasurer

Names

16 Room Modern

Compartments).

Mounted Policeman.

uovernor :ucuonaia yesterday

4 Room Frame

ap-

Trees.

pointed William Hill of Vaughn, Guadalupe county, a mounted policeman
without pay.

Brick-Adob-

House,

e

Fine

Shade,

(Thres

House, 215 Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade

5 Room Modern Bungalow, with out buildings.
All of the above are rented and paying good Interest on

Invest-meri- t,

can make terms to suit purchaser.
FOR RENT Beautiful new brick house, modern, 8 rooms,
bath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
corner Capitol, will make long lease.

Error in Amount.
The amount of money turned over
jto the state corporation commission
yesterday by the insurance department
jwas $977.77. instead of $9077, as stated
yesterday.
i

GEO. M. KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.
II5 East

De

Vargas Street.

Phone 123 J.

Pardoned from County Jail.

Joe Lewis of San Miguel county,
who was serving a
sentence in
.the county jail there, has been given
a full and complete pardon by Gov
ernor McDonald.
Representations
PORT GUNS READY FOR A BROADSIDE AT IMAGINARY ENEMY.
w ere made to the
governor that Lewis
was suffering from nervous prostra
New York, July 15. Boom! Boom! armory.
tion, that he was in a critical condi- "Column of vessels." "Column
right.') "What is the object of it all?" I ask- tion, had been a model prisoner and
These were some of the intelligible ed the commanding officer, Kingsley
s
had served
of his time, and
Llartln;
upon these grounds the pardon was sounds I distinguished from the din
He explained that his men got to
,
i
of
hntHe
.,nn
granted.
nl.y
few,day" each year and
armory of the Second Battalion Naval ?
e a""ea- - mgnt
Named on Resources
Militia in Bayridge, Brooklyn.
Commission.
,"u
night, in signal practice and
P. F. McCanna of Albuquerque, has
Behold! There were four miniature!
c(her operations never had an
been named as a member of the Nastripped for action, with t,lnity to Bee wUat a rea,
wag
tural Resources commission of New Lfttle
flags flying and guns booming like. Consequently he had conceived
Mexico, vice O. N. Marron, who was
each vessel crossed the flrine line this scheme of
battles as the
appointed, and failed to qualify.
.nd belched forth a suggestion of best substitute staging
for sham fights at sea.
The San Juan Basin Oil company,
for
it was smokeless powo9r
smoke,
The Bhips are each manned in the
in which a number of local
people are
hull by two boys who operate levers'
interested filed incorporation papers they used.
The flash of fire and the loud report connected with gears on the front
yesterday. The company has a capital stock of $230,000, divided into 5000 Itft no doubt that the shot came from axles, making the running proposition
shares of $50 each. Frank Stanlin nf real guns in the forward turret. The an easy matter. The complement of
Farmington, N. M.. is named as the vessels maneuvered first to allow a each vessel is complete with two milistatutory agent of the company. The broadside to be discharged on the tiamen, also stationed in the hull, one
sum of $4,500 has been subscribed by starboard side, and then the port guns at the helm and the other
peering out
the following who are the incorpora- were given position to fire at the of the aft lattice mast to operate the
tors: Frank Staplin of, Farmington. imaginary enemy a great target rep signals of these handsome little men- E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe,J Lorin C. Col-- resenting a fort at one end of the
y

"There's a

good "--garden where
garden tools -

there are

good

two-third-

smooth lawn, well cut ana trimmed, adds to both the beauty
t
and value of a residence. A
garden not only yields better
but is a delight to the eye. In ycur Reliable Hardware Store's line
of tools for lawn and garden, will be found every implement needed
by landscape ard kitchen gardeners to produce the best results with
the greatest economy of time arc1 labor. They add to the pleasure of
the amateur and lighten the task of the business user.
Yours for a well-kelawn sr.d garden,
A

well-kep-

iYour Reliable Hardware Store.
THE HOME OF THE "HARDWARE

MAN."

i

t.

-

IT 1

Liii iNovers

.
Wedding Boquets.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Phone 12.

oppor-men-of-w-

1

;

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

a7dolre

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
,
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
Montezuma Avenue, near A

7

T- -

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

& S. F. Railroad Depot

